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ABSTRACT
Past research in the area of fear comimnication has produced divergent
findijngs concerning the effects of the strength of induced fear on verbal

acceptance (attitude and intentions) and behavioral acceptance (taking action)
of recoiwrjcndations. The essential findings which emerge from the literature
suggest that the nature of the recommendation itself m^y be responsible
for determining a person's reactions to fear.
In the present v;ork, an incentive "model was developed.
The model proposes
that as the fear of danger is increased, the anticipated efficacy and the
anticipated difficulty of the recommended action serve as incentives that
determine a person's verbal and behavioral acceptance of the recommendation.
Accordingly, this study tested the hypotheses that verbal and behavioral
acceptance of a recommendation would be increased (l) as an inverse function
of the anticipated difficulty of carrying out the recommendation; (2) as a
direct fxinction of the anticipated efficacy of the recomjriendation; (3) that
the effect of difficulty on verbal and behavioral acceptance would be enhanced
as a direct function of efficacy; and {k) that the separate and conjoint
effects of difficulty and efficacy on verbal and behavioral acceptance
would be enhanced as a direct function of the magnitude of fear induced.
The follovring predictions vrere also generated concerning distortive reactions:
Thus, it vras expected that the consequences of danger would be minimized
(1) as a direct function of anticipated difficulty; (2) as an inverse function
of anticipated efficacy; (3) that the effect of difficulty on minimization
would be increased as an inverse function of efficacy; and (4) that the separate and conjoint effects of difficulty and efficacy on minimization \.;ould
increase as a direct function of the magnitude of fear induced.

Male and female subjects were randor^ily exposed to either a high or
low fear arousing communication on the danger of vjhite noise st-jjnulation.
They were told of the availability of a pain killing tablet, "acetamdnophen",
which would help prevent pain from white noise stimiulation. Subjects read
that acetaminophen was either 15l> effective as a pain killer, or 95^ effective
Subjects were told that if acetaminophen was swallowed
as a pain killer.
from food and liquid intake either for one hour
abstain
they would have to
Subjects' verbal reactions were assessed through a
or for ten hours.
and
questionnaire; their behavioral acceptance was assessed through a paper
behavior.
their
of
pencil form and through observation
in one set,
acetamuaophen,
about
read
communication,
subjects read an irrelevant (no-fear)
intake; in
liquid
and
food
and were told about their abstention times from
on the
com.munication
fear
the other set, subjects read either a low or high
recommendation.
danger of white noise stimulation with no subsequent
In addition, there were two sets of control conditions:

the intended
The manipulations of fear, efficacy, and difficulty elicited
recommendation
of the
In general, verbal and behavioral acceptance
reactions.
a direct function
as
and
difficulty
of
function
were increased as an inverse
One of the
com.rainications.
of efficacy for subjects who read fear arousing
acetaminophen, was strengthened
verbal acceptance responses, intentions to take

vi
as a direct function of the magnitude of fear induced.
None of the expected
interactions pertaining to verbal and behavioral acceptance were
substantiated,
nor vrere any of the hypotheses concerning distortive reactions
confirmed.

The implications of the findings were discussed in terms of how
incentives
associated with recommendations affect individuals' coping reactions to danger.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Overview
Recently, public health officials and
educators have become concerned

with programs designed to prevent ills
such as lung cancer, emphysema,
heart disease and automotive accidents.

As a part of such programs,

efforts have been made to understand how
people respond to appeals which

urge them to act on matters of health and
safety.

Since the most salient

factor in these appeals is the degree to which
fear is aroused via the

depiction of pain, injury, or other losses which result
from illness or
accident, many research programs have raised basic
questions concerning
sdvr.e

of the consequences of fear arousal.

One of these questions is wheth

appeals which induce the strongest fear are most successful in motivating

people to action directed at the avoidance of danger.

The findings

which emerge from the systematic investigation of the effects of fear
arousing comjminications on behavioral compliance suggest that the strength
of induced fear does not affect action-taking propensities in any consistent way.

In fact, the data

uncovered by researchers indicate that strong

fear communications inhibit as well as facilitate such action-taking

propensities.

Thus, further research must attempt to distinguish the

conditions under which fear facilitates and inhibits action.
The purpose of this paper is to devise and test a model which predict

how variations in the m.agnitude of fear induced via persuasive communica-

tion affects a person's attitude toward

a

recommiended action, his strength

of intentions to adopt the action, and his adoption of the action itself.
Since attitudes and intentions constitute verbal responses, they are

assumed to be responses of verbal acceptance

,

and will be referred to as

snch throughout the course of this paper.

Action will be referred to as

behavioral acceptance .
The fundamental idea of the model is that a person's verbal
and

behavioral acceptance of a recomm.endation to avoid future
danger is
increased to the extent that the incentives associated with that recom-

mendation are high.

In this context,

incentives refer to the expectation

of a future reward, which consists of the avoidance of the danger
described
in the communication.

Since the degree of danger to be avoided is determined

by the intensity of induced fear, it is proposed that the incentives to
danger avoidance are greater under high fear than under low fear.

Thus,

the incentives associated with a recommendation are proposed to be more

salient as the magnitude of induced fear is increased.

The magnitude

of the incentives provided by the recommendation is proposed to increase
as a direct function of the degree to which the recommended action is

anticipated as high in efficacy, and as ah inverse function of the degree
to which execution of the action is anticipated to be difficult.

A

recommendation is considered high in efficacy to the extent that the
expected probability of success in avoiding danger is high,

A recomjtienda-

tion is considered difficult to the extent that loss or unpleasantness is

associated vjith action.

Thus, the anticipated efficacy and the anticipated

difficulty of the recommended action constitute

tv;o

variables which

affect incentives motivating a person's response to future danger.

When the incentives are low, defensive reactions are proposed to
occur.

The defensive reactions take the form of tendencies to minimize

the seriousness or severity of the anticipated danger.

Since anticipated

danger varies as a direct function of the intensity of induced fear, the

tendency to minimize the severity or seriousness of danger is proposed
to increase as the magnitude of induced fear increases.

The effect of

the magnitude of induced fear on minimization of danger is expected to

be enhanced as an inverse function of anticipated efficacy and as a direct

function of anticipated difficulty.
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to (l) a review of the

literature dealing with the relationship between the magnitude of fear
induction and verbal and behavio)-al acceptance;

(2) a review of three

existing theoretical frameworks which predict how fear affects verbal
and behavioral acceptance; and (3) the development of the incentive model

from which predictions are generated.
Fear and Verbal Acceptance

Attitudes .

Initially, researchers were concerned primarily with

the relationship between the magnitude of fear induced via persuasive

appeals and the resultant degree of change in attitudes in the direction
advocated.

The findings which emerge from studies testing this relation-

ship are based on measures of the strength of evaluation of statements

regarding recommended practices.
Overall,

the findings indicate that a person's attitude toward the

recommended practice is changed as a direct function of the magnitude of
fear induced.

For example, strong fear has been shown to be more persuasive

196^;
than mild fear in studies of dental hygiene practices (Haefner,

inoculations (Dabbs
Leventhal and Singer. 1966; Singer. I965). tetanus
I966; Leventhal,
and Leventhal, I966; Leventhal, Jones, and Trembly,

(Leventhal and Niles.
Singer, end Jones, I965), safe driving practices
.

and Insko, I965; Leventhal
1965), and cigarette smoking (Insko, Arkoff.

and Watts, I966; Niles, 1964).

However, a number of studies report that

mild fear produces greater attitude change than strong fear.
inhibiting effects of fear on attitude change

vxere

For example,

observed in studies

of dental hygiene practices (Janis and Feshbach, 1953), and cigarette

smoking (Janis and Terwilliger, 1962; Leventhal and Niles, 1964).

Coirpli-

cating the picture further, Leventhal, Watts, and Pagano (I967) and Stern
(1968) found no differences in smoker's attitudes toward a recommendation

which urged giving up smoking as

a

function of the magnitude of fear

induced regarding the danger of lung cancer.
Intentions

.

Strength of intentions is assessed through subject's

ratings of how strongly they intend to adopt a recommended practice.
The findings form a generally consistent picture.

Kost studies report

that the strength of intentions to adopt a recommended practice is increased as a direct function of the magnitude of fear induced.

For example,

strong fear appeals have been shown to be more successful in strengthening

intentions to follow recommendations than mild fear appeals in studies
of roundworm inoculations (Chu, I966), tetanus inoculations (Dabbs and

Leventhal, I966; Leventhal, Jones, and. Trembly, I966; Leventhal, Singer,

and Jones, I965), cigarette smoking (Ihsko, Arkoff, and Insko, I965;

Leventhal and V/atts, I966; Leventhal, Watts, and Pagano, 196?; Niles, 1964;
Stern, I968), chest X-rays (Leventhal and Niles, 1964), tuberculosis

examinations (Rosenblatt, I965), and dental hygiene practices (Haefner,
1964; Singer, I965).

However, Leventhal and Niles (196^) found no dif-

ferences in strength of intentions to give up smoking as

a

function of the

magnitude of fear induced, and Leventhal and Watts (I966) found a

m.ild

in strengthening
fear appeal to be more successful than a strong fear appeal

intentions to get chest X-rays.

Fear and Behavioral Acceptance

The literature dealing with the effects of fear arousing communications
on behavioral acceptance consists of divergent findings.

A number of

studies report that strong fear appeals are more successful than mild

fear appeals in increasing the incidence of tetanus inoculation-taking
(Dabbs and Leventhal, I966; Levonthal, Jones, and Trembly, I966), the

incidence with which free toothbrushes are obtained (Singer, 19^5)

.

and

the incidence with which dental hygiene pamphlets are obtained (Haefner,
196^).

Some studies report that mild fear is m.ore successful than strong

fear in affecting the extent to which new toothbrushing practices are

adopted (Janis and Feshbach, 1953 )f and the extent to which chest X-rays
are obtained (Leventhal and Watts, I966).

Finally,

som-e

studies report

that variations in the magnitude of fear induced do not affect the extent

to which new toothbrushing practices are adopted (Kaefner, 1964; Singer,
'I965), the extent to which smoking behavior is decreased (Leventhal,
'Watts, and Pagano, 196?;
•

Stern, I968), or the incidence of tetanus in-

oculation-taking (Leventhal, Singer, and Jones, 19^5 )•
Current Theories

Three hypotheses have been elaborated to predict how variations in
action.
the magnitude of induced fear may affect attitudes, intentions and

acceptance
While two of the hypotheses are concerned primarily with verbal
(e.g., KcGuire, I966, I968;

Insko et al, I965), one model generates

predictions for verbal and behavioral acceptance (Janis, 196?).

The

most fundamental
predictions generated by each theorist are stated in their

form and then related to the empirical evidence.

The Optim.al Level of Fear

H.vpothesi_s_.

According to Janis (196?),

fear is a drive

—a

source of discomfort which a person tries to reduce.

The tendency. to reduce the fear drive is proposed to increase as a direct

function of the magnitude of the fear induced.

Janis proposes that fear is

reducible either through motivated action, i.e. taking protective action
to avoid danger, or through motivated defensiveness, i.e. denying one's

vulnerability to danger.

Janis also proposes that fear can be avoided

through cognitive constriction i.e. inattentiveness to warnings of anticipated danger and fantasying a false sense of security in the face of
danger.
The mode employed to reduce fear and the tendency to avoid fear are

determined by the strength of induced fear.

Similar to other theorists

(e.g., Hobb, 19^9; Leuba, 1955; Woodv7orth, 19520. Janis assumes that there
is an optimal level of arousal.

For Janis, the optimal level is proposed

to be optimal for acceptance, and is assumed to lie somjewhere between mild

and strong fear.

According to Janis, mild fear is insufficient to produce

acceptance since mild fear signals inconsequential danger, causing the
individual to interpret the situation in such a
is deemed unnecessary.

vjay

that protective action

Strong fear, on the other hand, is proposed to

serve as an intense warning to danger and produces defensive reactions

and cognitive constriction.

The assumptions underlying the above pro-

positions are that while mild fear makes it unnecessary for an individual
to cope with danger, strong fear makes it too unpleasant for an individual
to cope.

Thus, Janis proposes that in order for a fear comimunication to

be effective in producing acceptance of its recommendation, it should
be of sufficient strength to produce coping or "the work of vrorrying,"
danger.
yet not strong enough to produce tendencies to avoid or deny the

Accordingly, a moderate level of fear arousal
is proposed to be optimal
for coping with danger, thus

ir.otivatnj^g

acceptance of the recommended action.

The prediction generated by Janis's model is that
acceptance of the recom-

mended action is increased as a nonmonotonic function of the
magnitude
of fear induced.

Defensive reactions and cognitive constriction produced

by relatively strong fear appeals are proposed to confer
resistance to
acceptance.
The above prediction concerning the nonmonotonic relationship
between
fear and acceptance is not confirmed by the evidence which emerges from

the previously cited studies which show a positive relationship between
the magnitude of fear induction and verbal acceptance.

In order to account

for these findings Janis has suggested that the optimal level for acceptance

may not be solely determined by the strength of

a

fear appeal, but also

by reconur.endation factors which produce effective coping reactions.

Thus,

Janis 's recasted prediction states that acceptance is produced by rel-

atively stronger fear appeals to the extent that the recom.mendation serves
as an effective means for coping with danger.

To confirm this prediction,

Janis cites the findings of studies in which subjects were given a specific

plan of action following

a fear

appeal on the danger of tetanus (e,g,,

Dabbs and Leventhal, I966; Leventhal, Jones and Trembly, I966; Leventhal,
Singer, and Jones, 19^5 ).

Since the magnitude of induced fear increased

acceptance only for subjects

vjho

received a specific recommendation, Janis

argues that the specificity of the recommendation raised the optimal
level for acceptance.
The prediction that strong fear produces defensive reactions which

confer resistance to acceptance has not been submitted to extensive

8

investigation.

The only sources of confirmation are the studies con-

ducted by Janis and Feshbach (1953) and by Janis and Terwilliger (1962).
In the Janis and Feshbach experiment,

subjects' write-in responses were

content analyzed and it was found that fewer subjects in the strong fear

condition than in the moderate or mild fear conditions referred to the

communication as authoritative and used its arguments.

In the Janis and

Tei*williger experiment, it v;as found that subjects exposed to the strong

fear appeal paraphrased fevrer arg^lments used in the appeal than subjects

exposed to the mild fear appeal.

In both studies, verbal acceptance of

the recommendation was found to be inversely related to the magnitude of
fear induced.

The results were interpreted as confirming the notion that

defensive reactions mediated the relationship between the magnitude of
fear induced and resistance to acceptance.

Though the results of Janis and Feshbach and of Janis and Terwilliger

confirm the proposed relationship between fear and defensive reactions,
most findings indicate that verbal acceptance is increased as a direct
function of the magnitude of fear induced.

for Janis'
tions.

s

This causes some difficulty

prediction regarding the mediational role of defensive reac-

However, in the light of Janis'

s

recasted hypothesis which considc

recommendation factors as determinants of the optimal level for acceptance, the relationship between fear and defensive reactions is posi-

tive

as_

long as the recom mendation is ineffective.

recommendations serve to help

a

Since effective

person with danger, they wpuld vitiate

defensive tendencies produced by strong fear.

If,

hovjever, a recom-

strong
mendation is ineffective,- defensive tendencies triggered off by

fear would be the resultant reaction.

As a formal prediction, defen-

function of
sive reactions would be expected to increase as a direct

9

the magnitude of induced fear to the extent
that the recoimiended solu-

tion to danger is ineffective.
(1966).

This prediction was confirmed by Chu

Thus» it is possible that the recommended solution
in the

study of Janis and Fcshbach and of Janis and Terwilliger
was ineffective.

Another reaction to fear, cognitive constriction, is proposed to
occur in two ways:

firstly, variations in the magnitude of fear are

proposed to affect the amount of information recalled; and secondly,
the magnitude of fear is proposed to affect the

s elective

nature of in-

formation recalled.
The assumption that heightened emotional arousal increases dis-

tract ibility leads Janis to propose that the amount of information recalled decreases as a direct function of the m.agnitude of fear induced.
The experimental evidence, however, indicates that variations in the

magnitude of fear do not affect the amount of information recalled
(Berkowitz and Cottingham, I96O; Haefner, 1956; Janis and Fei;hbach, 1953;
Janis and Mlholland, 195^; Janis and Terwilliger, I962).

The findings

suggest either that the hypothesis is erroneous or that there are problems

inherent in the measures employed.

This latter possibility will be dis-

cussed further in the next section, vrhich treats the propositions of
McGuire.

Basing his argument on the assumption that different aspects of in-

formation arc salient as a function of the magnitude of fear, Janis

proposes that as the magnitude of fear increases, information regarding
the consequences of danger (the intensity of expected pain, harm, loss)
is more salient than information regarding the causes and prevention of

danger (factual instructions).

Thus, Janis predicts that when fear is

10

relatively strong information regarding the consequences of
danger is
more likely to be recalled than information regarding the causes
and

prevention of danger; when fear is relatively nild, inforination regarding the causes and prevention of danger is more likely to be recalled

than information pertaining to the consequences of the danger.

The

predictions wore confirmed in an experiment by Janis and Milholland (195^0:
subjects in the strong fear condition recalled more information concerning

the dangers of tooth and gum infection than did subjects in the mild
fear condition; subjects in the mild fear condition recalled more information about the causes and prevention of tooth and gum infection than
did subjects in the strong fear condition.
In summary,

Janis'

s

model proposes that a person's propensity to

eliminate the aversive state of emotional arousal increases as
function of the magnitude of fear induced.

proposed to eliminate fear:

a

direct

Two modes of response are

acceptance and def onsiveness.

Whether one

or the other response is elicited depends on the strength of induced

fear the the effectiveness of a recom:nended action as

a

coping device.

To the extent that the magnitude of induced fear is increased, increasing

the effectiveness of the recommendation lov:ers
reactions, and acceptance is motivated.

a

person's defensive

To the extent that the magnitude

of induced fear is increased, decreasing the effectiveness of the recom-

mendation heightens
is motivated.

a

person's defensive reactions, and def ensiveness

P\irt her more,

increasing the magnitude of fear is proposed

to produce increased cognitive constriction.
Janis assigns a mediationol role to defensive reactions and cognitive

constriction by proposing that situations which produce either will
also produce resistance to verbal and behavioral acceptance of the

communicator's rcconmicndations.

Sijice some studies

fail to demonstrate

any relationship between resistance to acceptance and defensive
reactions

(Leventhal and Niles,

196^i;

Niles, 196'0, and some studios show no

relationship between cognitive constriction and resistance to acceptance
(Berkowitz and Cottingham, I96O; Janis and Feshbach, 1953; Janis and

Terwilligcr, I962), Janis'

s

model does not clarify the relationship

between fear arousal and acceptance.
A major assunption of Janis'

cognitive reactions.

s

model is that the fear drive affects

There is, however, the point of view which assumes

that drives are under the control of cognitions.

Janis' s propositions

are, in fact, restatable in terms of a theory which predicts that drive
is cognltively controlled.

Perhaps defensive reactions and selective

recall of threatening information are forms of cognitively reappraising
the expected danger and thus, they regulate the fear drive.

Recent

experimentation does suggest that cognitive rehearsal can serve as a
source of resistance to stress (Lazarus and Alfcrt,

196^1-;

Lazarus, C^ton,

Nomikos, and Rankin, 19^5; Lazarus, Speisman, Mordkoff, and Davison, 19^2)

and that cognitive alterations reduce arousal (Zim.bardo, Cohen, V/eisenberg,
Dworkin, and Firestone, I966).

KcGuire 's Nonm.onotonic Resolution .

KcGuire (I966, I968) extended

the proposition outlined by Hovland, Janis and Kelley (1953) into

predictions which state that reception and yielding mediate the relationship between the ma.gnitude of fear induced and resultant verbal accept-

ance of the m.essage.
the net outcomo of

a

The fundamental idea is that verbal acceptance is

chain of other steps.

These other steps are

(1

)

adequate reception through attention and comprehension of the message,
and (2) yielding to what is comprehended.

12!

KcGuire's theory is based upon two predictions:

the first prediction

states that as the magnitude of fear is
increased greater decrements in
learning, attention, and comprehension occur;
the second prediction states

that yielding varies as a direct function of
the m.agnitude of fear.
Since the proposed relationship betvreen the
magnitude of fear and the two

mediators are direct ionally opposed, the net relationship
between the

magnitude of fear and verbal acceptance is predicted to
be nonmonotonic.
KcGuire's specifications of the operational definition of
each

mediator are straightforward.

Reception is based on the amount of infor-

mation recalled, and yielding is based on the amount of verbal acceptance
in proportion to the amount of information recalled.

Thus, KcGuire's

theory assumes- that a person must first attend, comprehend, and learn
the contents of a message, and then yield to vrhat is learned.
The hypothesis that reception is an inverse function on the magnitude

of induced fear is met with the same lack of support as is Janis's hypo-

thesis concerning the effects of fear arousal on cognitive constriction.

Findings previously cited suggest that variations in the magnitude of
fear produce no demonstrable effect on the amount of information recalled.

Though the evidence suggests that the hypotheses of McGuire and of Janis
are erroneous, it also is possible that the measures which are employed
to- assess

recall are inadequate.

If the measures have been insensitive

to tapping differences in recall of factual information elaborated vrithin
comjTiunications. perhaps recall might be better assessed through measures

of spontaneous refutation of counterpropaganda (Janis and Feshbach, 1953 )f
or through measures of paraphrasing the contents of the cor'-munication

(Janis and Terwilliger, 1962).
The hypothesis that yielding to what is learned varies as a direct
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function of the strength of fear is
provided with no data in the fear
literature to either confirm or disconfir.
it.
The literature provides
no information on the relationship
between the magnitude of fear and

verbal acceptance in proportion to the
amount of information recalled.
Since there is evidence which suggests
that recall is unaffected by the

strength of fear, verbal acceptance itself
serves as
ing.

a

measure of yield-

Interpreting responses of verbal acceptance
as indicators of yielding

confers general support for KcGuire's
hypothesis, since studies generally

have reported a positive relationship between the
magnitude of fear
and resultant attitude change and strength of
intentions to act.
It is difficult to evaluate the two-process theory
of KcGuire since

the lack of support for the fear-reception hypothesis may
be due to

measurement artifacts,

^ajor support for KcGuire's theory is shown in

experiments which use non-fear topics.

In these experiments,

and yielding were shown to mediate attitude change.

reception

Perhaps the relation-

ship between fear and reception is more complex than KjcGuire assumed since

relatively strong fear may produce vigilance, or greater attention as

well as lowered reception.
The Punishment- Avoidance Distinction.

Insko and his associates (I965)

make a distinction betvreen fear appeals which punish present behaviors
and fear appeals v^hich serve as cues to avoid some possible future activity.
Fear appeals punish when the danger vrhich is outlined within the appeal
is a consequence of some ongoing activity.

Thus, it is the ongoing activ-

ity that is proposed to be punished by the appeal.

Fear appeals serve

as cues to avoid when the danger outlined within the appeal lies in the

future and is not connected with any ongoing activity.
Two predictions are generated by Insko et al, one for punishing

fear appeals and one for avoidance-oriented fear appeals.

Since strong

fear appeals are proposed to produce greater def ensiveness
than are mild

fear appeals when

a

present activity is in question, mild fear is hypo-

thesized to be more persuasive than strong fear when
is associated with danger.

a

present activity

For avoidance-oriented appeals, since some

future activity is in question, the likelihood of eliciting defensive

reactions is low; thus, the tendency to avoid is a direct function of
the level of fear induced, and strong fear is hypothesised to be more

persuasive than mild fear
The two hypotheses have never been tested within the same experimental

design.

Nevertheless, confirmation does emerge for the hypothesis concern-

ing avoidance-oriented fear.

For example, Insko, Arkoff, and Insko (I965)

found that for seventh graders, a strong fear appeal on the danger of

cigarette smoking was more successful in decreasing intentions to becom.e
a cigarette smoker than was a mild fear appeal, and Rosenblatt (I965)

found that a strong fear appeal was more effective than

a mild

fear appeal

in convincing people that they should not have tuberculosis examinations.

Both experiments dealt with avoidance topics

and agreed in finding that

verbal acceptance of the recominendation was facilitated by strong fear.
The hypothesis concerned with fear as a punisher has much evidence

weighted against it.

Studies by Niles (1964), Leventhal and Watts (I966),

Leventhal, Watts, and Pagano (196?), and Stern (I968) report that strong

fear appeals are more effective than mild fear appeals in strengthening
smokers' intentions to decrease their smoking behavior.

Also, strong

fear appeals have been shown to be more effective in creating more negative

attitudes among smokers toward smoking (Leventhal and Watts, I966; Niles,
.196^).

Thus, one shortcoming of the fear as

a

punisher hypothesis is that it

fails to handle divergent results in the literature.

If fear is punish-

ing because a danger is a consequence of some ongoing behavior, then most

all fear appeals are punishing.

For example, fear appeals are typically

punishing in that they convey that the following behaviors are "wrong":
(1) being unimrnunized against tetanus;

belts;

(2) not ovming automotive safety

(3) brushing one's teeth improperly; and

(k-)

smoking cigarettes.

Since there are studies dealing with each behavior that report a positive
rela.tionship between the magnitude of fear induced and verbal acceptance,'

one must conclude that the punishment-avoidance distinction offered by
Insko and his associates is lacking support on the punishm.ent side.

Assessment of Current Theories

With so

rmich

inconsistency in findings, it is possible that no theory

can, with any degree of parsimony, account for the divergent results

which

m.ake

up the literature dealing with the effects of fear on verbal

and behavioral acceptance.

Since the strength of the fear appeal does

not affect verbal and behavioral acceptance in any consistent way, this

variable alone is insufficient to account for the findings.

Accordingly,

the success of the predictions generated by each theory can be evaluated
in terms of the extent to which it dravrs in other factors beside the mag-

nitude of fear to explain the divergent findings.
The theories of Janis and of McGuire can be contrasted in a major
way:

for Janis, recomm.endation factors i.e. effectiveness and fear re-

ducing properties, are proposed to determine

ho:^

an individual copes

though
with different magnitudes of induced fear; for KcGuire,

recom.-

between fear
mendation factors are proposed to affect the relationship
are never clearly
and reception, these factors and how they operate
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spelled out.

Janis's' proposition regarding defensive
reactions to fear

can better account for the data when the
effectiveness of the recominendation
is specified.

KcGuire's proposition regarding the effect of the
magnitude

of fear on reception is unsupported in the fear
literature; his proposition

regarding the relationship between the magnitude of fear on
yielding is
lacking exploration.

Thus, the data suggest

that Janis's predictions

concerning the interaction of fear level and recommendation effectiveness

may be more successful than KcGuire's clearly elaborated predictions which
consider only the magnitude of fear.
The framework of Insko and his associates is an attempt to specify
some of the recommendation factors which affect response to fear arousing

communications.

Since, however, these factors refer to temporal aspects

of the recommended behavior i.e. recommendations directed at future

behavior versus recommendations directed at present behaviors, the distinction offered by Insko and his associates does not promise to be a

useful explanatory concept to reconcile the divergent results, for the
divergent results mostly consist of studies in which recommendations
apply to present behaviors,
Tovxard an Incentive Kodel of Reactions to Danger

A person's reactions to

a

fear arousing communication are proposed

to be determined by two factors:

(l) the magnitude of fear induced via

the comjminication; and (2) the degree to which the recominendation within
the comjnunication can serve to prevent danger.

The magnitiide of fear

induced is proposed to affect the degree to which danger is anticipated;
thus, the magnitude of fear determines the incentive to avoidance of danger .

The incentive to avoid danger increases to the extent that the magnitude

of fear increases.

However, since danger can be avoided either through
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denying the existence of danger (defensiveness)
or through taking action
to prevent danger (acceptance of the recommendation),
the incentives to

prevent danger may determine whether one or the other
response occurso
Accordingly, as the incentive to avoid danger is
increased by way of

increasing the magnitude of fear induced, it is proposed
that the
incentives to prevent danger increase in importance, i.Co
become more
salient.

Thus,

recommendations should elicit greater acceptance to

the extent that the incentives to prevent danger serve as cues
which

signal that strong incentives to avoid danger can be dealt with ade-

quately through taking action.

To the extent that the incentives to

prevent danger serve as inadequate reassurances that danger can be
avoided via action, danger is avoided through defensive reactionso

The incentives to prevent danger are determined by recommendation
factors.

Thus, when fear is induced in the typical experimental para-

digm, the danger which is outlined relates to lung cancer, tooth and

gum infection, tetanus, automotive disasters, etc.

Inasmuch as the

object of the danger varies from study to study, so too does the action

which is recommendedo

Recommendation factors may vary across studies in

a number of ways, but two important ways in which these factors vary may

be specified as (1) the degree to which the recommended action is anti-

cipated as high in danger preventive efficacy, and (2) the degree to

which the execution of the recommended action is anticipated as difficult to perform.

It is the individual's an ticipation s of the efficacy

and difficulty associated with the recommendation that constitute the

incentives to recommendation acceptance,,
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Anticipated Difficiilty of Action
Anticipated difficulty was unintentionally introduced in the study
of Leventhal and Watts (I966), who created strong fear of lung cancer

by showing a film in which a chest X-ray led to the discoveiy of cancer
and to surgical removal of a lung.

In the

laild

fear version, however,

the association between chest X-ray and the discovery of cancer or

surgical removal of a lung was not made.

The authors suggested that

decreased X-ray taking in the strong fear condition

vxas

more likely

caused by the fear of the expected consequences of taking an X-ray

than by defensive reactionrs to the fear arousing material,.

Similarly,

Hochbaum (19^8) found that people avoided taking diagnostic X-rays for
tuberculosis, even when they suspected they were ill, if the losses

anticipated from hospitalization seemed greater than the losses expected

from illnesso
The above findings suggest that some recommendations may produce

anticipations that action is costly, and thus, such recommendations may
serve to inliibit action.

However, there may be recommendations which,

regardless of the described cost attributed to them, do not inhibit
actiono

For example, Dabbs and leventhal (19^6) varied the anticipated

pain associated with obtaining a tetanus inoculation, and found that
variations in the magnitude of anticipated pain did not affect verbal
or behavioral acceptance of the recommendation to obtain an inoculation.

Obtaining an inoculation might have been too simple a behavior to perform
for most subjects, since the pain one anticipates from inoculation may
last for only a short while.

Thus,

the anticipated cost may have been
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low to begin with across all conditions.

To the extent that adoption of a re commendation is
anticipated to
to be costly, the incentives to verbal and behavioral
acceptance of

the recommendation are low.

The greater the costs anticipated, the

more difficult the recomraendation is to follow.
that acceptance
•t-he

(

Thus, it is expected

verbal and behavioral ) of a recommendation increases

less d ifficult a r ecommendation is to follow .

Anticipated Efficacy of Action
Niles (I96U) has suggested that the discrepancies among experimental
findings in the area of fear

coirmiuni cations

may relate to the differences

in the perceived eff ectivenesv<3 of the recommended actions.

Thus, highly

effective recommendations (tetanus inoculations) should elicit greater

acceptance as the magnitude of fear is increased, while less effective
recommendations (proper toothbrushing practices) should elicit resistance
to acceptance as the magnitude of fear is increased.

The suggestion of

Niles caiTies with it the assumption that tetanus inoculations arc far

more effective as preventive measures for tetanus than toothbrushing is
for dental disease, ioe, no matter how one cares for his teeth, he is
still likely to have some cavities, while the incidence of tetanus is

practically zero for inoculated people.

Accordingly, in the situation

in which danger is anticipated, it may be critical to provide an effect-

ive recommendation so that an individual will take action in order to

prevent dangero
It is proposed that the anticipated efficacy of the recommended

action serves as an incentive to prevent danger.

Anticipated efficacy

is defined as the expected probability that the recomjnended action, if

followed, is effective as a preventive or remedial solution to dangero
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The efficacy of certain recommendations may affect verbal
and behavioral acceptanceo

For example, in a study by Chu (I966), efficacy

was varied on a probabilistic dimension, ioc, a drug was described
as

capable of curing either

90^^,

60^,

or 30^ cases of roundworm infection:

Chu's results showed that as the drug was perceived as more effective,

verbal acceptance of the drug increased.
studiedo

Behavioral acceptance was not

Some recommendations, however, may bo known to be effective

enough such that manipulation of efficacy produces no substantial effect on verbal or behavioral acceptancoo

For example, Dabbs and Levcn-

thal (1966) varied the effectiveness of tetanus inoculations by describ-

ing inoculations as perfect or imperfect in reducing the threat of tetanus o

The results showed that the described effectiveness of inoculation

did not affect either verbal or behavioral acceptance of the recommendation
to obtain a tetanus shoto

Perhaps most all people know that a tetanus

inoculation reduces the threat of tetanus to zero: thus, recommendations

which are known to be effective prior to manipulation may not affect
verbal or behavioral acceptance especially when the efficacy is high
to begin with©
Also, recommendations may be anticipated as more effective to the

extent to which a person has specific plans to carry out an action,

Leventhal and his associates have conducted a series of experiments in

which some subjects were given specific instructions on how to carry
out a recommended action, while other subjects received no such instruction©

It was expected that subjects who received specific instructions

would be more convinced of their ability to carry out the action than

o
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subjects who did not receive specific instructions.

In two studies,

it was found that when fear of tetanus was aroused the
incidence of

behavioral acceptance (inoculation- taking) was higher for subjects

who received a specific recommendation than for subjects who did not
receive specific recommendations (Leventhal, Jones, and Trembly,
1966j
Leventhal, Singer, and Jones, 196^)0

Two other studies (Leventhal,

Watts, and Pagano, I967; Stem, I968) found that smokers who were
given specific instructions on how to stop smoking reported greater

decreases in their smoking behavior than smokers who were not given
such instructions

To the extent that a recommendation is anticipated to be high
in danger preventive efficacy, the incentives to verbal and behavioral

acceptance of the recommendation are high.
acceptance

(

Thus, it is expected that

verbal and behavioral ) of a recommendation increases the

higlier the efficacy which is anticipatcd o

How Fear Affects Incentives
Since the magnitude of induced fear determines the magnitude of
the incentive to avoid danger, acceptance of a recommendation should

be increased to the extent that the incentive to prevent danger is
high.

Thus, it is expected that as the magnitude of induced fear

increases, acceptance of the recommendation should be increased
the less difficult the recommendation is to follow and the more

efficacious it iso

When the magnitude of induced fear is low (and

avoidance of danger is low) increases in the magnitude of incentives
to prevent danger are not as important as when the magnitude of

induced fear is high; the importance of the incentives to prevent
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danger varies as a direct function of
the degree to which dagger
is anticipated.

Thus,

the relationship between the
magnitude of induced

fear and acceptance is complex.

That is, when the incentives to
prevent

danger are high, strong fear is expected
to elicit greater acceptance
than mild fearj when the incentives to
prevent danger are low, mild
fear is expected to elicit greater acceptance
than strong fear.

It

is proposed that the effect of strong fear
on acceptance is mediated

by distortive reactions produced by

lov.

incentives to danger prevention.

The role of distortive reactions is discussed
in a later section of
this chaptePo

Based on the assumptions regarding the effect of
fear on incentives,

to prevent danger, the following effects on acceptance
are hypothesized:

^ 2^21
M

^

^-

2l anticipa ted difficulty on acceptance of the recomiaeadati on

^cr eased to the extent that the magnitude of induced fear is
highj
^^^^^"^^

21 anticipated efficacy on acc eptance of the

is increased to

recoiniaendation

extent that the magnitude of induced fear is higho

Assumption Regarding the Combination of Incentives
It is expected that the incentive variables (anticipated efficacy
and anticipated difficulty) combine nonadditively with each other and

with the magnitude of induced fear.

Consistent with this assuitiption

the follovrlng interactions are expected:

the effect of anticipated

difficulty on acceptance of the recommendation is increased to the extent
that the re c ominend a t i on is anticipated as high in efficacy ;

the tendency

of anticipated efficacy to enhance the effect of anticipated difficulty

o
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is increased to the extent that the magnitude

_of

induced fear is high^

The assumption of nonadditivity and its attendant
hy])othe5ized
interactions are derived from the notion that if all variables
are
processed, the effect of one variable on acceptance is not
limited

to operate solely independent of the effects of the other
variables

Distortive Reactions to Danger
It is proposed that when an individual is faced with an expected
danger, and has no recourse to prevent danger, he may react to reduce
his fear of the danger by minimizing its expected severity, painfulness,

or ham-producing properties o

Since a person has more dangerous consequences to minimize at
high levels of fear than at lower levels of fear, it is expected that
the degree to which fear is minimized varies as a direct function of
the magnitude of fear inducedo

However, the magnitude of induced fear

is not a sole deterrdnant of the degree to which danger is minimized;

the incentives to prevent danger also determine the degree of danger

minimizationo

For example, when fear of some expected danger is

salient, a person becomes dependent on his environment for protective

solutionso

The solutions serve to help him cope with danger by allovring

him to reduce fear©

Since fear must be reduced in some way, the nature

of a danger-preventive recommendation may determine the course of his

coping strategy.

If he anticipates the recommendation as low in efficacy,

his recourse to coping via fear-reduction is vitiated; but his recourse

to coping via minimizing the consequences of danger is still available©

Evidence which confirms the notion that danger is minimized when the
recourse for coping action is decreased comes from a study by Chu (I966)

2h

which showed that cMldren who were instructed
to take a drug described
as 30fo effective as a cure for roundworm
infection expressed less worry

and concern about roundwom infection than
children who were instructed
to take the same drug when it was described
as

60^?,

or 90% effectiveo

Furthermore, the effect of drug efficacy on expressed
worry and concern

was greater in the high fear than in the low fear
conditiono

Chu's

results indicate that individuals' distortive reactions
to danger
are increased at higher levels of fear as an inverse
function of the

efficacy of the solutiono
It is also proposed that anticipated difficulty of action
affects

an individual's distortive reactions to dangero

Several authors have

suggested that inhibitory fear states, i.Co states in vrhich danger
exists but action is inhibited, are associated with tendencies to deny
the severity of danger (Bull, 1962; Kollar, I96lj Shands, l95l)o

To

the extent that a recommendation is anticipated to be difficult to

carry out, an individual's tendency to take action is inhibitedo
Since the individual must cope in some way, and recourse to action
is inhibited through difficiilty of action, difficiaty of action may

provide the basis for minimizing the consequences of danger.

Therefore,

it is proposed that a person who anticipates danger and who is provided

with a recommended action which is difficult to

perforrii,

may cope

vrith

the danger by minimizing its severity.

It is assumed that the effect of each incentive variable on tendencies
to minimize danger is increased as a direct function of the m.agnitudc of
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induced fear, and that the incentive variables combine
nonadditively
(coEo, interact statistically) with each other and vrith
the

of induced fearo

mcnitude

Thus, the following effects arc expected:

(i) Tendencies to mninriz e the severity of danger
vary as a direct

function of the anticipated diffic\ilty of action.
(ii) Tendencies to

tniniiriize

the severi-ty of danger vary as an inverse

function of the anticipated efficacy

o_f

action p

(iii) The effect of anticipated difficulty on mniirdzation
tendencies
is increased as

axi

inverse function of ant icipated ef ficacyo

(iv) The effect of anticipated difficulty on minimization tendencies
is increased as a direct function of the magnitude of induced fear.

Ih^

g^'^oc^ of anticipated efficacy on

minimzation tendencies

is increased as a direct function of the magnitude of induced fear,
(vi ) The tendency for anticipated efficacy to enhance the effect of

anticipated difficulty on minimj.zation tendencies is increased as a

direct function of the magnitude of induced fear.
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METHOD
Overview of Procedure
Subjects came to the experiment, usaially two at a time, and were

given pamphlets, consisting of a communication on the danger of white

noise stimulation and a recommendation on how to avoid the pain of this
stimulation.

Depending on the experimental condition to

X'jhich a

subject

was assigned, white noise was described as either severely painful (high
fear) or not too painful

(lovj

fear), and the recommended action was des-

cribed as either 15^ effective (low efficacy) or

efficacy) in preventing pain.

95^!6

effective (high

After the subjects had read the pamphlets,

the experimenter told each subject individually that if he complied vjith
the recommendation he would have to go without food or drink either for
one hour

(lov;

difficulty) or for ten hours (high difficulty).

Then the

experimenter gave each subject a questionnaire to fill out which assessed
reactions to the communication and recommendation.

Subsequently, subjects'

actual compliance with the recom.mendation was measured through a paper
and pencil form and through observation of their behavior.

There were two sets of control subjects:

one sot of control subjects

read the fear communications without any subsequent recommendation; another
set of control subjects read an irrel.evant (no-fear) comjmnication, after

which the experimenter told subjects individually how long they would
have to give up food and drink if they complied with the recommendation.
Subjects

introductory
272 subjects, 179 males and 93 females, enrolled in an
experiment on "the
course in psychology signed up for participation in an
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evaluation of educational materials" as part of

a

course requirement.

Design
Subjects were randomly assigned to conditions
coirpletely randomized factorial design.

ina2x2x2x2

The four factors were fear (low

versus high), efficacy (low versus high), difficulty
(low versus high),
and sex of subject.

In the no~fear control conditions, subjects were

randomly assigned to one of two difficulty conditions.

In the two fear-

only control conditions, subjects were randomly assigned to one of two
fear conditions.

The n's for the resulting experimental conditions

ranged from 23 to 29, with n's smaller than 23 in tho control conditions.

Experimental Lfenipulations
For experimental subjects, the parphlets were composed of two sec-

tions:

a fear section, dealing with the painful consequences of white

noise stimulation; and a recommendation section, dealing with the effectiveness of "acetaminophen," a recommended pain killer.
forms of each section:
ficacy.

'by

the

The text of all manipulations appears in Appendix A.

Fear manipulation .
)

high fear and low fear, high efficacy and low ef-

The manipulation of difficulty was delivered verbally

experimenter.

(1

There were two

Three devices were used to manipulate fear:

warnings of high versus moderate expected ^decibel levels of white noise

stimulation;

(2) warnings of severe long term versus inconsequential short

term effects of white noise stimulation; and (3) warnings of numerous versus fcv; syir.ptomatic effects of stimulation.

Efficacy manipulation .

In the high efficacy section, acetaminophen

was described as capable of precluding the painful effects of stimulation
in 95^ of cases.

In the low efficacy section, the drug v;as described as
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capable of doing the same in
15^ of cases.
Pi^fi^^lty rnanigulation.

verbally by the experimenter.

The difficulty manipulation was
delivered
The experimenter first asked
a subject

when his next regularly scheduled meal
time would be.

After determining

the time of the subject's next meal,
the experimenter told him that his

meal time would have to be altered if he
took acetamiiaophen.

The extent

to which a subject was told to alter his
meal time depended on the dif-

ficulty condition to which he was assigned.

In the high difficulty con-

dition, the experimenter told the subject
that it was important to know

that once acetaminophen was swallowed no food
or liquid intake should follow until after the next two meal times, or for
a period of about 10
hours.

In the low difficulty condition, the experimenter
told the sub-

ject that once acetamiiiophen

xcas

swallowed no food or liquid intake shou3.d

follow until an hour after his regularly scheduled meal time.

Thus, in

the high difficulty condition, subjects were told that if they
took acet-

aminophen their next two meal times would have to be cancelled; subjects
in the low difficulty condition were told that if they took acetaminophen

their next meal tine should be postponed for an hour.
All subjects were told that once acetaminophen was consumed, any food
or liquid intake before the recommended abstention time was over would

lead to stomach cranps and nausea.

aspect of this manipulation.
twos:

None of the subjects questioned any

For the most part, subjects participated in

one subject in any pair received the high difficulty manipulation;

the other received the low difficulty manipulation.

This procedure was

adopted to control for the number of deprivation hours which would vary
across the hours of the day experimental sessions

v;ere

conducted.
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Procedure for Experimental Subjects
All conditions were conducted in three laboratory rooms.

In

cases subjects participated individually due to a failure of one of the

scheduled subjects to show up.

These 2h cases were randomly distributed

across conditions.
Upon entering the central room of three adjoining rooms, subjects

were immediately exposed to a table upon which there was an audiometer,
a

pair of earphones, a timer, and other elaborately wired equipment.

The

experimenter apprised both subjects of the fact that a comjnittee on research at the university was surveying a number of experiments on campus,
and that this experiment was one of those being surveyed.

The experimenter

went on to say, "Since this com.mittee is concerned with giving subjects
all the information they must have about a given experiment before they

participate

,

the committee requires me to give you this parphlet to read

before this experiment begins,"

Each subject was asked to go into a sep-

erate adjoining room to read the pamphlet while the experimenter turned on

the lights to the timer and audiom.eter.

In each adjoining room a one-

way mirror permitted each subject to see the apparatus being adjusted in
the central room.

The panphlets contained a comiTiunication which apprised

each subject of the fact that he was about to -participate in an experi-

ment on the effects of white noise stimulation on reading performance.
The pamphlets were, in reality, communications on the danger of white

noise stimulation, and contained the manipulation of efficacy.

When a

subject was finished reading the panphlet, the experimenter went into that
subject*

s

room and delivered the difficulty manipulation.

Then the
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experimenter said, "Because the research conrdttee
is interested in finding
out

ho;,

subjects react to different experiments, a
questioraiaire is

being given to you now so that you can make your
reactions to this ex-

periment knovm to the research

comiriittee.

tionnaire, we can begin the experijnent . "

After you fill out the quesSubjects were assured that all

their responses would be kept confidential.
After completing the questionnaire, each subject was provided with
a

form (see Appendix B) which asked:
nophen tablet?"

"Are you going to take an acetami-

On the bottom of the form signatures of subject and ex-

perimenter were required.

After writing a response to the question and

signing the bottom of the form, the subject was asked by the experimenter
to leave the form on the table and to follov; the experimenter to another

room in order to prepare for the experim.ent.

The experimenter led each

subject to the door and pointed to two chairs (beside two doors) posi-

tioned equidistant from the subject.

The experimenter said:

"If you're

going to take acetaminophen, sit there (pointing to one chair); if you're

not going to take acetaminophen, sit there (pointing to the other chair)."
The order of directions and chairs was counterbalanced across conditions.

After each subject went to the chair of his choice, the experimenter informed the subject that the experiment was over.

The subject

vras

asked

to step back into the experimental room and remain quiet until the other
subject's response was determined.

All subjects were immediately debriefed

and were asked not to discuss the experiment with anyone else.

None of

the subjects were exposed to white noise stimulation nor did any subject

take acetaminophen.
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Procedure for Subjects in No-Fear Control Condition
Subjects in the no-fear control condition were given the same infor-

mation about the research coinjmittee, but their panphlet informed them that

they were about to participate in an experiment on the effects of white
noise stimulation on reading performance, and the vrhite noise would be
similar to radio static.

Subjects were also told that the experiment

was concerned with another phenomenon, the effects of a pain-killing drug,

acetaminophen, on distract ibility.

It vjas specifically mentioned that

acetaminophen was equally likely to increase as well as decrease dis-

tractibility

,

The information regarding acetaminophen

v:as

the same as

that given to experimental subjects, except no m.ention was made of its

efficacy as a pain killer.

The panphlet further informed the no-fear

control subjects that since there were enough people who had chosen to
take acetaminophen as vrell as enough people who had chosen not to take

acetaminophen, a sufficient number of people were already in both conditions

and therefore it did not matter to the experimenter which choice the
subject made.

In essence, regardless of the subject's choice, he was told

that his participation in the experiment was equally valuable.

After a

subject read the pamphlet, the experimenter delivered the difficulty mani-

pulation, gave the subject the questionnaire to fill out, and recorded the

choice regarding the taking of acetaminophen.

The choice was determined

as for experimental subjects, through response to the form and to the

chairs out in the hall.

Subjects were debriefed immediately.

phlet read by no-fear control subjects appears in Appendix

The pam-

A.

Procedure for Subjects in the Fear-Only Control Condition
about the
Subjects in the fear-only control condition were told
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research comi.ittee in the same way as
subjects in other conditions, but

their pairphlots contained a cormnunication
on the painful consequences of
white noise stimulation and nothing else.
minophen.

No mention was made of aceta-

Thus, no efficacy or difficulty manipulation
followed.

Im-

mediately after reading the communication, subjects
in this condition

were given a questionnaire to fill out.

Debriefing was carried out im-

mediately after the subject completed the questionnaire.
Questionnaire Measures
j^^jotional arousal.

The first five items on the questionnaire measured

emotional arousal (e.g., the degree to which
angry, fearful, worried, tense, and jittery).

a

subject rated his mood as
These items were 11-point

scales anchored at the extremes and at the midpoint (e.g.,

1

= not at all,

6 = moderately, and 11 = very).

Distortive reactions.

Five items were devised to measure subjects'

tendencies to minimize or exaggerate the painful consequences of v;hite noise
stimulation.

The five items were intended to measure subjects' antici-

pations of (l) the

poi'ijit

at vrhich white noise would become painful,

(2) the duration of the long-range effects of vjhite noise stimulation,

(3) the duration of each blast of white noise, (4) the severity of pain

produced by stimulation, and (5) the maximal intensity of expected stimulation.

Responses to these items vere measured on rating scales which

were designed to tap the extent to which a subject's response deviated from
the objective standard established within the fear communication he had

previously read.

Thus, any response vrhich deviated from the objective

standard in the direction of anticipating more than the veridical amount

of pain

V7as

considered as distortive in the exaggerative direction; responses

which deviated from the objective standard in the direction of anticipating less than the veridical amount of pain were considered as distortive
in the direction of minimizing the painful consequences of stimulation.

The objective standard served as the midpoint (zero point) on the scale
of response alternatives.

To the extent that a response deviated from

the objective standard in the direction of exaggerating the consequences
of stimulation, a rating could take on the Value from +

1

to +

3;

to the

extent that a response deviated from the objective standard in the direc-

tion of minimizing the consequences of stiraulation, a rating could take
on the value from -

1

to - 3«

On items in which there were seven response

alternatives, the possible range of scores was -

3 to

which five response alternatives

the possible range of

scores was - 2 to + 2.

v:ere available,

+ 3; on items in

An example of the scoring procedure used to de-

termine distortive reactions is shovm belovr.

On the item "The long range

effects of white noise last for about:", subjects were given the following

response alternatives:
(a)

less than a week

(b)

three weeks

(c)

one week

(d)

more than three weeks

(e)

two weeks

Since two weeks was established within the

c6..r.rcunications as

the objective
The

standard, the choice of response alternative (e) would be scored 0,

choice of alternatives (b) or (d) would be respectively scored +

1

and + 2;

scored the choice of alternatives (c) or (a) would be respectively

1

and

31;

- 2.

Response alternatives are arranged in Tiixed order so that the sub-

ject would not perceive that the objective standard vas the median
alter-

native or that the other alternatives appeared in any step-wise manner.
Other questionnaire measures .

The questionnaire also included items

to measure each of the follovring reactions:

(l) strength of intentions to

take acetaminophen, (2) perceived effectiveness of acetaminophen, (3) the

amount of pain anticipated without the aid of acetaminophen, (4) the
amount of pain rmticipated with the aid of acetaminophen, (5) perceived

difficulty of giving up food and liquid intake for a specified period of
time, and (6) expressed favorability towards acetaminophen.

Responses

to all of these items were measured on 11-point rating scales with an-

chors at the extremes and at the midpoint.
On the last page of the questionnaire,

subjects were asked to respond

to three open-ended questions, devised to determine the extent to which

any subject

vjas avrare

of the intent of the experiment, was suspicious of

the threat of white noise, or refused to participate in the experiment.

Responses to these three items were content analyzed by the experimenter,

who

v;as

"blind" regarding each respondent's experimental or control condition.

Subjects in the experimental conditions responded to all nineteen

questionnaire items.

Subjects in the no-fear -control conditions responded

to items which measured emotional arousal, strength of intentions, and

favorability towards acetaminophen.

Subjects in the fear-only control

conditions responded to items which measured emotional arousal and items

which measured distortive reactions.
open-ended questions.
I-

All subjects responded to the three
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Behavioral Acceptance of Acetaminophen
and pencil measure.

After a subject completed the question-

naire, he was given a form attached to a clipboard which asked "Are you

going to take acetaminophen?"

Since responses to this item were re-

stricted to either "yes" or "no," this response differs from the response
to the questionnaire item which measures streng^th of intentions along

an 11-point scale.

On the bottom of the form, signatures of the subject

and experimenter were required.

The experimenter's signature was always

on the form before a subject read it.

The text of this form appears in

the Appendix.
Be havioral measure .

There were two chairs equidistant from each

subject V7hen the experimenter brought him out into the hall.

The ex-

perimenter pointed to these chairs, instructing the subject to sit in one
chair if he was going to taJce acetaminophen, and to sit in the other
chair if he

vras

not going to take acetaminophen.

formed the subject that a person

vrho

The experimenter in-

was inside the room next to the chair

in which he sat would be out in a few minutes to prepare him for the

experiment.

VJhen a subject had

taken a seat in one of the chairs, the

subject's choice regarding acetaminophen taking (yes versus no) was re-

corded by the experimenter.
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Suiranary of

lo

Hypotheses

Acceptance of a recorunendation increases the less
difficult

a

recoinmendation is to follow.
2.

Acceptance of a recommendation increases the higher
the efficacy

which is anticipated,
3.

The effect of anticipated difficulty on acceptance of
the recoirmiendation
is increased to the extent that the magnitude of induced
fear is high.

h.

The effect of anticipated efficacy on acceptance of the
recommendation
is increased to the extent that the magnitude of induced fear
is higho

5.

The effect of anticipated difficulty on acceptance of the recormendation
is increased to the extent that the recommendation is anticipated as

high in efficacy,
6o

The tendency for anticipated efficacy to enhance the effect of

anticipated di.fficulty on acceptance is inci-eased to the extent
that the magnitude of induced fear is higho
7o

Tendencies to minimize the severity of danger vary as a direct

function of the anticipated difficulty of action.
8o

Tendencies to minimize the severity of danger vary as an inverse function
of the anticipated efficacy of action,

9o

The effect of anticipated difficulty on minimization tendencies is
increased as an inverse function of anticipated efficacyo

lOo

The effect of anticipated difficulty on minimization tendencies is

increased as a direct function of the magnitude of induced fear,
llo

The effect of anticipated efficacy on minimization tendencies is
increased as a direct function of the magnitude of induced fearo

o

The tendency for anticipated effj.cacy to enhance the effect of

anticipated difficulty on miniinization tendencies is increased as
a direct function of the magnitude of induced f earp

CHAPTER III
RESULTS
This chapter consists of six sections which deal
respectively with
(1) statistical treatment of the data, (2) checks of the manipulations

of fear, efficacy, and difficulty,
(3) findings concerning attitude,

intentions, and action, (k) data concerning distortive reactions
as a

response mediator, (5) findings which pertain to other response
mediators
and (6) findings of sex differences across response measures.
Of the original 272 subjects, 18 {7i) indicated their refusal to part-

icipate in the experiment by reporting that they neither planned to

expose themselves to white noise stimulation nor take acetaminophen.
Since subjects

v;ho

refused to participate were randomly distributed across

conditions, their data were deleted from all analytes.
Of the remaining 25^ subjects, 22 (9^) were either suspicious or in

disbelief of the threat of white noise stimulation.

These subjects,

classified as "aware", were randomly distributed across conditions.
Two analyses were carried out on each response measure; one with data

for "aware" subjects included, and one with data for these subjects deleted.

Since no difference emerged between analyses on any response

measure, the analyses reported within the present chapter are those

which include data for "aware" subjects.
Statistical Treatment of the Data
All questionnaire data were treated by means of

completely randomized factorial design.

a2x 2x2x2

The four factors were fear

(high and low), efficacy (high and low), difficulty (high and low), and
sex of subject.

The sample size that arose through random assignments
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led to unequal n's across conditions.

The formula for unequal n's

provided by the least-squares procedure (see Snedecor,
I956) was ernployed,
and yielded results similar to the method of
unweighted means (Winer,
1962) for analyses on a sample of response measures.

The least-squares

procedure was chosen over the method of unweighted means since
computer
facilities do not permit the execution of the latter technique.
All comi^arisons of questionnaire responses between
experimental
and control conditions were treated by Dunnott's test (the
statistic d,
see Dunnett, 1955).

For comparisons between control groups, or signifi-

cance tests within conditions which entailed the comparison of

a

mean

with some scale point, ordinary t-tests (two-tailed) were employed.
Prior to the execution of all analyses of questionnaire responses, Cochran's
test was performed for each comparison to determ.ine whether the homiogeneity of variance assumption

v;as

upheld.

In all cases the variances were

homogeneous.

Measures of acetaminophen-taking were treated in the following way:
the frequencies of acetaminophen takers and nontakers were cast into a

2x2x2x2x2

partition of the Chi-Square (see Sutcliffe, 1957),

such that the factors corresponded to the acetaminophen-taking (yes

versus no); fear (low versus high); efficacy (low versus high); difficulty (low versus high); and sex of subject.

All Chi-Squares are based

upon the difference between the obtaiiied frequency and an expected fre-

quency the parameters of which are knovm (Case la according to Sutcliffe).
^•^nipulation Checks

Fear .

Since the measures of fear, anger, worry, tension, and

jitteriness were found to be highly intercorrelated (see Table l), responses

UO

TABLE

1

Intercorrelations of Ratings of Emotional Arousal

Anger

Fear

Fear

Worry

.56

.57

.80

Worry

Tension

Tension

Jitteriness

A6
.73

.75

.71

.69

.85

—

Note.
The correlations are based on ratings by 25^ subjects
of vrhich 182 are in experimental conditions, 32 are in the fear-only
control condition, and 40 are in the no~fear control condition. Since
the correlations differed only slightly for the three types of conditions,
they are not presented separately. All correlations are significant
beyond the .01 level.

la

were sun,med across the items to provide
an overall index of emotional
arousal.
The means for self -ratings of emotional
arousal given in Table 2
show that the fear manipulation elicited
the intended reactions.

Accord-

ing to the analysis of variance of self
-ratings reported in Table 3,

subjects exposed to the high fear communication
reported greater emotional

arousal than subjects exposed to the low fear
comimunication.

Also,

conpared to the self-ratings of subjects in the
no-fear control condition,

greater emotional arousal was reported in the high-fear
condition (d = 7.83,

df = 2/130,

£

<

.001).

2.

<

•001) and in the low- fear condition (d = 5.9I, df = 2/128,

It was found that subjects in the high=-f ear-only control

condition reported greater emotional arousal than subjects in the low-

fear-only control condition (t = 3.71, df = 30,

<

2.

.01).

There were

no significant differences between high-fear experimental conditions and

the high-fear -only control condition or between low-fear experimental

conditions and the low-fear-only control condition on self-ratings of

emotional arousal.

An additional item,

"Hovx

much pain do you think you would feel

from the white noise if you do not take acetaminophen?", was employed
as a check of the fear manipulation.

On this item, there was a slight

tendency for subjects in the high-fear condition to anticipate greater

pain from white noise stimulation (without the aid of acetaminophen)
than subjects in the low-fear condition (high-fear, X = 7.06; low-fear,

X = 6.19; F = 3.36, df = 1/166,
Eff icac y.

_

2.

^

.10).

On the principal item designed to assess efficacy,

"How effective do you expect acetaminophen is as

a

pain killer?", there

was a significant main effect of efficacy (see Table ^).

Subjects in

TABLE 2
Mean Ratings of Hnotional Arousal

Fear treatment

No-fear

6.07a
i^o)^

Low-fear
only

16.2^
(17)

High-fear
only

Low

Hip:h

25.67

18.18

22.36

(15)

(90)

(92)

^The index of emotional arousal is the sum of 5 items each
measured on an 11-point scale.

^In this and the follox-ring tables, cell frequencies appear
in parentheses.

TABLE

3

Analysis of Variance of Self-Ratings of
Rnotional Arousal

Source of Variance

df

Fear (A^

KS

F

073.82

Efficacv (B)

h
.14-

5.63*

•1

Difficulty (C)

...

^ .88*

Sex (D)

Did4

A X B

.

1 /

•01

A X C

CCi.

5.21*
....
1 ,Oj)

•

A X D
B X C
B X D
C

X D

A X R Y r

•

A X B X D

35.87

A X C X D

7.63

B X C

1.66

x^

D

10

\

A X B X C X D

12.31

\
Error

*

£ <.05.

166

119.68

. • •

TABLE k
Analysis of Variance of
Ratings of the Effectiveness of
AcetaiDi^oph

•-»uuit^t;

VI

Variance

of

MS

1

2.85

Efficacy (B)

1

213.59

Difficulty (C)

1

5.57

• • •

Sex (D)

1

19.99

2.31

A X B

1

6.40

« • •

A X C

1

1.25

• • •

X D

1

2.48

• • •

B X C

1

7.85

• •

B X D

1

.11

• • •

C X D

1

.10

• • •

A X B X C

1

10.88

1.26

5.83

• • •

A X C X D

.04

• • •

B X C X D

6.33

• • •

.62

• • •

Fear (A)

A

A X B X D

'

A X B X C X D

Error
*

£
£

166

<C .05.

<

.01

.

,

.

8.63

F

• • •

24.75**

U5

the high-efficacy condition perceived acetaminophen to be more effective
as a pain killer than subjects in the low-efficacy condition (high-efficacy,

X = 7.02; low-efficacy, X = ^.75).

Additional evidence for the success of the efficacy manipulation

was conferred by responses to the item, "How much pain do you think you

would feel from the white noise if you do take acetaminophen?"
Subjects in the high-efficacy condition expected less pain from white

noise with the aid of acetaminophen than subjects in the low-efficacy
condition (high-efficacy; X = 3.5O; low-efficacy, X =

df = 1/166, £ <1,02S).

^1.39;

F= ^Ai,

S'mce subjects also responded to the item, "How

much pain do you think you would feel from white noise if you do not
take acetaminophen?", an analysis of difference scores (pain without

minus pain vrith acetaminophen) was carried out to determine the extent
to which acetaminophen was perceived as a pain reducer.

The analysis

revealed that subjects in the high-efficacy condition attributed greater

pain-reducing effects to acetaminophen than subjects in the low-efficacy
condition (high-efficacy, X = 3.3^; low-efficacy, X = 2.22; F = 5.95.

df = 1/166,

£

^

Difficulty .

.025).

Subjects were asked, "How long would you have to give

to deterup food and liquid intake if you take acetaminophen?" in order

mine whether the manipulation of difficulty was understood.

were accurate in their reports of the length of
ed to give up food and liquid intake.

tijne

All subjects

they were instruct-

Table 5 presents the mean ratings

give up food and liquid
to the item, "How difficult is it for you to

intake for that amount of time?"

An analysis of variance (sec Table 6)

high-difficulty subjects was rated
revealed that the abstention time for

U6
table; 5

Kean Ratings of the Perceived Difficulty of Taking Acetaminophc
as a Function of Magnitude of Induced Fear and Manipulated Difficulty

Fear treatnient_
Lovj
High

Combined

Difficulty

Low

High

h.09^

2M

(^)

(^7)

5.89
(^6)

6.38
(^5)

3.23
(91)

6.13
(91)

^Keans are based on rating iriade on an ll-point scale. The higher
the mean, the greater the perceived difficulty associated with taking
acetaminophen.

«

TABLE 6
Analysis of Variance of Subjects' Ratings
of

the Difficulty of Giving Up Food and Liquid
Intake

Source of variance

df

MS

F

Fear (A)

1

7.17

...

Efficacy (B)

1

11.32

1.12

Difficulty (C)

1

381.05

Sex (D)

1

A X B

i

1.31

A X C

1

36.70

3.6^*

A X D

1

13.71

1.36

B X C

1

5.27

• • •

B X D

1

59.21

5.88**

15.30

1.52

A X B X C

.60

• . •

A X B X D

17.75

1,76

A X C X D

9.22

. . •

B X C X D

6.66

...

A X B X C X D

2.09

• •

C X D

Error

**
***

£ <
E<
E <

166
.10.
.05.
.001,

37.8'i4-***

• • •

10.07

• • •

U8
as more difficult to carry out than the abstention
time for low-difficulty

subjects.

Though the interaction of fear and difficulty approached

significance, the main effect of difficulty was significant
within each

fear condition; subjects in the high-difficulty condition
rated their

abstention time as more difficult to carry out than did subjects in the
lox-7-difficulty condition when fear was low (F = 7.I5, df = I/166,

and when fear was high (F = 36.25, df

difficulty manipulation

r=

I/166.

£

<:.00l).

£<:

.01)

Thus, the

successful in affecting subjects' ratings

vras

of how difficult it was to abstain from food and liquid intake as a

consequence of taking acetaminophen.

However, the manipulation did not

succeed in affecting responses to this item for subjects in the no-fear

control condition; for subjects in the no-fear control condition, the

low-difficulty condition produced ratings on this item which did not differ
significantly from those produced by the high-difficulty condition.
Findings Concerning Attitude, Intentions, and Action
The present section consists of findings relevant to hypotheses

concerned with measures of favorability tov;ards acetsminophen, strength
of intentions to take acetaminophen, and acetaminophen-taking.

The

intercorrelations among attitude, intentions, and action were high:

attitude and intentions (r = .5I, df = 221, £'<:^.00l); attitude and
action (biserial r = .^6, df = 221,
(biserial r = .66, df = 221

,

£^

£<C00l);

.001

Attitude toward acetaminophen.

intentions and action

).

The finding that subjects in the

experimental conditions were more favorable tovrard acetaminophen than
subjects in the no-fear control condition (d

=:

2.38, df = 2/220,

indicates that fear enhanced attitudes toward acetaminophen.

£

<1

.01)

Table 7

presents the mean ratings of favorability toward acetaminophen.

According

k9
table: 7

Kean Ratings of Favorability Towards Acetaminophon

Fi-fic acy

Fear^

Difficulty

Low

Low

vyomu J.n6u

7.18

6.36

(22)

(22)

(4^4-)

5.00
(24)

6.95

5.93
(46)

.6.58

6.95

(24)

(23)

6.76
(47)

4.91
(23)

5.91
(22)

5.38
(45)

5.51
(93)

6.75

6.12
.(182)

Low
High

Lov;

(22)

nign

High

-

Combined

3-The

(89)

mean for the no-fear control condition

v;as

.

2.8^^ n = 40.

Means are based on ratings made on an 11 -point scale of
favorability towards acetaminophen

$0

to the analysis of variance (see Table 8), there was a main effect
of

difficulty; subjects in the low-difficulty condition expressed greater

favorability tov/ards acetaminophen than subjects in the high-difficulty
condition.

There was also a main effect of efficacy.

Subjects in the

high-efficacy condition were more favorable tovrard acetaminophen than
subjects in the low-efficacy condition.

Hypotheses

1

Thus, the findings confirm

•

and 2 on the attitude m.easure.

Intentions to take acetaminophen .

The data presented in Table 9

indicates that subjects in the high-fear condition expressed stronger

intentions to take acetaminophen than subjects in the no-fear control

condition (d = 7.31, df = 2/13O,

£

<:.00l), and subjects in the low-

fear condition expressed stronger intentions to take acetaminophen than
subjects in the no-fear control condition (d =

S.B'i,

df = 2/128, 2.<C..00l).

An analysis of variance presented in Table 10 revealed that there was a
main effect of fear; subjects in the high-fear condition expressed stronger intentions to take acetaminophen than subjects in the low-fear condition.

Hypotheses

1

and 2 were confirmed by the following findings:

there was

a slight tendency for subjects in the low-difficulty condition to express

stronger intentions to take acetaminophen thsn subjects in the high dif-

ficulty condition; intentions were stronger for subjects in the highefficacy condtion than for subjects in the low-efficacy condition.
Ac eta minop hen- tak ins »

There was perfect correspondence between

responses to the paper and pencil item and chair choice measure.

Of

the 222 subjects who were asked if they were going to take acetaminophen,
125 (56^) chose to take the tablet.

Thus, there was a tendency which

approached significance for subjects to take acetaminophen (X^= 3.52,

df =

1,

£-<r.lO).

Since, of the 125 takers, 11^ were in experimental

TABLE 8
Analysis of Variance of
Ratings of Favorability Towai'd Acetaminophen

Source of variance

df

MS

F

Fear (A)

1

3.53

Efficacy (B)

1

7^.32

9.48***

Difficulty (C)

1

37.24

4.75**

Sex (D)

1

1.02

• • •

A X B

1

3.53

• • •

1

14.90

1.90

A X D

1

56.06

7.15***

B X C

1

4.39

• • •

B X D

1

4.23

• • •

C X D

1

2,43

• • •

A X B X C

.78

* * *

A X B X D

27.75

A X C X D

9.72

1.24

B X C X D

3.21

• • •

A X C

,

A X B X C X D
Error

^.10.
<.05.
£
*** 2. <.01.
p.

**

.70

166

7.84

• • •

3.54*

• • •

S2

TABLE 9
Kean Strength of Intentions to Take Acetaminophen

Effica cy

Fear^

Difficulty

Low

Hiph

Combined

6.90
(22)

5.^3

(22)

5.68

Low
Low
High

Low

(2^)

(22)

5.35
(^6)

6.33
(2^)

7.30

6.80

(23)

(^7)

5.3^
(23)

6.M
(22)

5.86
(^5)

6.58
(89)

5.92
(182)

High
High

Combined

5.30
(93)

.

aThe mean for the no-fear control condition was 2.11, n = ^0,
'Keans are based on ratings made on an 11 -point scale.

TABLE 10
Analysis of Variance of
Ratings of Intentions to Take Acetaminophen

Source of variance

df

Fear (A)

1

Efficacy (B)

1

Difficulty (C)

1

27.33

Sex (D)

1

.18

• • •

.36

• • •

3.18

• • •

A X B

F

38.59
58.35

3.98**

6.02***

2.81*

A X C

1

A X D

1

B X C

1

8.20

B X D

1

2.73

C X D

1

15.60

1.61

A X B X C

21.96

2.26

A X B X D

11.53

1.12

A X C X D

.3^

...

B X C X D

.09

...

20.18

2.07

A X B X C X D
Error
*

**

***

£ <..10.
E <.05.
£ <.025.
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• • •

9.70

• • •

,

• • •

o

5U

conditions and 11

xrere in

no-fear control conditions, the incidence of

acetaroinophen-taking was higher in experimental conditions
than in no^

fear control conditions

(_;X^= I6o20,

df =

indicates that fear facilitated actiono

P<o001),

1,

This finding

There was no difference in the

incidence of acetaminophen-taking between difficulty conditions
for no-

fear control subjects
The proportions of acetaminophen-taking across conditions are presented
in Table llo

The results of the Chi-Square tests of the

2x2x2x2x2

partition are summarized in Table 12 »

Acetaminophen-taking was high3.y

significant for expeiumental subjects:

\j>3%

(lUi/l82)]of the experimental

subjects chose to take acetaminophen andjj?^

acetaminopheno

(68/182.')]

chose not to take

Hypotheses 1 and 2 were confirmed on the behavioral

acceptance measure by the folloxiing findings:

a greater frequency of

subjects in the lovr-difficulty condition[72J^ (66/91)] chose to take

acetaminophen than in the high-difficulty condition

[^3^

(U8/91)J

i

there was a slight tendency for a greater frequency of acetaroinophen-

taking to occur in the high-efficacy condition [^0^ (62/89 )~| than in
the lovr-efficacy condition

^6%

(^2/93 )]o

Distortive Reactions;
There vrere no general response patterns across the five items which were

intended as measures of distortive reactionso

The lack of consistent findings

across these measures may have been due to two aspects of the items.

First,

because of the low level of inter-item correlations, the items may have

been measuring different tendencies©

Second,

the items m^y have been too

casyj the average number of veridical perceptions per subject across all

five items was 3o87, vrhich was significantly higher than vihat would have

been expected by chance (t =

9o8Li,

df = 213, p -^oOl)©

The results which

TABLE 11
Proportion of Acetaminophen Taking

Efficacy
Fear^

Difficulty

Low

Low

Hiph

Combined

.73

.64

(12/22)

(16/22)

(28/44)

.42

Low
High

Low

.68

.54

(10/24)

(15/22)

(25/46)

.71

.91

.81

(17/24)

(21/23)

(38/47)

High
High

Combined

.56

.45

(13/23)

(10/22)

.56

.70

(52/93)

(62/89)

.

.51

(38/45)

.63

(114/182)

ain the no-fear control condition the proportion of subjects
who chose to take acetaminophen was .2?, (11/40).

TABLE 12
Summary of Chi-Square Test Results
For Acetaminophen Taknjig

"7^^ value

Acetaminophen taking (A)
A X Fear (E)

1

,00

A X Efficacy (C)

A X Difficulty (D)
A X Sex (E)
A X B X C

1.39

A X B X D

1.76

A X B X E

.Of+

A X C X D

A X C X E

.68

A X D X E

.56

A X B X C X D

1.71

A X B X C X E

1.83

A X B X D X E

.82

A X C X D X E

.20

A X B X C X D X E

.08

Total
*

*
***

£ <

.07.

£ ^.01.
£ <.001.

33.75
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bear upon the items intended to measure
distortive reactions are presented
in Appendix Co

Other Response Mediators
There was evidence that anticipated pain
reduction mediated verbal
and behavioral acceptanceo

Verbal and behavioral acceptance

viere

found to

vary as a direct function of the anticipated
efficacy of the recommendation.

An analysis of variance revealed that the attribution
of pain-reducing
effects to acetaminophen varied with anticipated efficacy
in the same
manner; subjects in the high-efficacy cond:tion attributed
greater

pain reducing effects to acetaminophen than subjects in the
low-efficacy
conditiono

An association between the

attrj.biition of pain-reducing

effects to acetami.nophcn and acceptance was also substantiated through

correlational analyses which revealed that there was a significant

correlation between ratings of anticipated pain-reduction and ratings
of favorability towards acetaminophen (r

=--

ol6, df = 181, p -CoOS) as

there was a significant correlation between ratings of anticipated pain-

reduction and ratings of strength of intentions to take acetaminophen
(r = oh9, df = 181, p -<o01)o

The relationship between ratings of

pain-reduction and acetaminophen-taking was significant (biserial r = o5U,

df = 161, p <Co01)o

Also, acetaminophen takers attributed greater pain-

reducing effects to acetaminophen than non takers (t = 6ol7, df = 180,

p<oOl)o
There was also evidence which indicated that emotional arousal

mediated intentionso

Subjects in the high-fear condition expressed

greater emotional arousal and stronger intentions to take acetaminophen
than subjects in the low-fear conditiono

It is also true that ratings
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of emotional arousal, and strengbh of intentions were sicnificantly

correlated (r

= o23,

df = l8l, p

<

oOl),

Sex Differences
Females reported greater emotional arousal than males in the

experimental conditions (F = 5o?l, df = I/I66, p ^o05).

There was

also a slight tendency for fema3.es to report greater emotional arousal
than males in the fear-only control conditions (t = lo85, df = 30, p-i,10)o

Males and females did not differ in their self-reports of emotional

arousal within the no-fear control conditiono
On the item which measured the anticipated pain of stimulation,

there

v:as

an interaction of fear and sex (F =

90I4U,

df = I/I66, p <o005).

In this interaction, in the low-fear condition, females expected more
paiji

with the aid of acetaminophen than did males (F

2 ^oOl),

= 6,96,

df = I/I66,

vrhereas in the high-fear condition, males and females did not

differ in their anticipations of pain.

On the same item, there was an

interaction of fear, difficulty, and sex (F = 5o33, df = I/I66, p <.025)o

The source of this interaction is as follows:

in the high-difficulty

condition, females expected more pain from stimulation than did males

when fear was low (F = D40OI, df = I/I66, p ^oOOl), whereas males
expected more pain than did females when fear was high (F = 3o29,
df = 1/166, p ^olO)o

In the lov7-difficulty condition males and

females did not differ at either level of fearo

On the item which measured the perceived difficulty associated

with abstention from food and liquid, there was an interaction of
efficticy and sex (F - 5.88, df =

V166, j2<o025). In this interaction,

liquid
males perceived greater difficulty :n abstaining from food and

.
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than females when efficacy was low (F =

U.9I4,

whereas males and females did not differ on

df = I/I66, p ^oOS),

tliis

item when efficacy

was higho

On the attitude measure, there was an interaction of fear and sex
(F = 7ol5, df = 1/166, p

<o01)o

In the high-fear condition, females

were more favorable towards acetaminophen than were males (F =
df =

1/3-66,

ho 62,

p <loO^), whereas in the lovi-fear condition males and

females vrere equally favorable towards acetaminopheno
measure, there

vjas

On the same

an interaction of fear, efficacy, and sex which

approached significance (F = 3»Sh, df ^ I/I66, p-<.olO)o

At high-

efficacy, females were more favorable towards acetaminophen in the

high-fear condition than in the low-fear condition (F = UdO, df =
1/166,

p -cToO^), whereas males were more favorable towards acetaminophen

in the low-fear condition than in the high-fear condition (F = 7«53j

df = 1/166, £<.o01)o At low-efficacy, there were no within sex
differences in expressed favorability towards acetaminophen as a

function of level of induced fearo

Since there

vfere

no consistent sex differences across the five

measures of distortive reactions, and because the interactions involving
sex of subject were so numerous, comprehension of these results vrould

be painstaking.

The results of sex differences across the five items

are presented within the summaries of the analyses of variance reported

in Tables 13 through 17 (see Appendix C)o

CHAPTERIV
DISCUSSION
The major findings confirm the general idea that the
nature of the

recommendation itself determines reactions to fear arousing comjnunications.

In general, verbal and behavioral acceptance of the recommendation

were increased to the extent that the recommended action was anticipated
to be low in difficulty of execution and high in efficacy.

Hypothesis

1

stated that verbal and behavioral acceptance would

increase as an inverse function of the anticipated difficulty of execu-

ting the recommended action.

Subjects in the low difficulty condition

expressed more favorable attitudes toward the recommended action, and shovied
a higher incidence of action-taking than subjects in the high difficulty

condition.

There was also a slight tendency for subjects in the low dif-

ficulty condition to express stronger intentions to adopt the recommended

action than subjects in the high difficulty condition.

The finding that

high anticipated difficulty inhibits action-taking parallels the results
of H,ochbaum (1958) and of Leventhal and Watts (I966).

Hypothesis 2 stated that verbal and behavioral acceptance would increase as a direct function of the anticipated efficacy of the recommended
action.

Subjects in the high efficacy condition expressed stronger in-

tentions to adopt the recommendation and, also, more favorable attitudes
toward the action than subjects in the low efficacy condition.

There

was also a slight tendency for more frequent action-taking to occur in
the high efficacy condition than in the low efficacy condition.

The

result- that high anticipated efficacy strengthened intentions parallels

the finding of Chu (I966).
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There were some findings concerning the
effect of fear on acceptance.
It was found that fear enhanced attitudes
and action:

subjects in fear

conditions expressed more favorable attitudes toward
the recommended

action than did subjects in the no-fear condition, and
there was a higher

frequency of action-taking across all fear conditions
than in the nofear condition.

It was also found that strength of intentions to
take

action was increased as a direct function of the magnitude of
fear in.

duced:

subjects in the high fear condition expressed stronger intentions

to take acetaminophen than did subjects in the low-fear condition.

This

finding has been shown in numerous other studies (Chu, I966; Dabbs and
Leventhal, I966; Haefner, 1964;

Insko, Arkoff. and Insko, I965;

Leventhal,

Jones, and Trembly, I966; Leventhal and Niles, 1964; Leventhal and Watts,
1966;

leventhal. Watts, and Pagano, 196?; Leventhal, Singer, and Jones,

1965; Niles, 1964; Rosenblatt, I965; Singer, I965; Stern, I968).

Response Mediators

Anticipated pain reduction .

The findings suggest that the effect

of anticipated efficacy on acceptance was mediated by subjects' antici-

pated pain reduction.

Subjects in the high efficacy condition expected

greater pain reducing effects from acetaminophen than did subjects in
the low efficacy conditjon.

Correlational findings also indicate that

anticipated pain reduction provides the link between effective recom-

mendations and acceptance:

subjects' ratings of the degree to which the

recommended action was expected to reduce pain were positively correlated

with their responses to measures of attitude, intentions, and action.
The finding that anticipated pain reduction mediates the relationship
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between recommendation efficacy and acceptance confirms
the notions of
Nlles (1964) and of Janis (I967), who suggested that
highly effective
recoirjnendations produce attitude change and action by
providing means

for coping with danger,
.Bnotional arousal.

The results suggest that emotional arousal

mediated the relationship between strength of fear and intentions.

Sub-

jects in the high fear condition expressed greater emotional arousal than

did subjects in the low fear condition.

The degree of association between

emotional arousal and intentions was further indicated by correlational
findings:

subjects* self-reports of emotional arousal were positively

correlated with their expressed strength of intentions to take action.
Perhaps increasing the strength of intentions to take action reduces
fear by making one psychologically closer to actually taking action.
However, since self -reports of fear are always measured prior to inten-

tions, it is difficult to assume unequivocally that intentions regulate
fear.

Distort ive reactions .

The findings do not lend any support to the

notion that distortive reactions mediate acceptance.

Overall, there was

a lack of consistent findings across measures of distortive reactions.

Several explanations might account for the lack of consistent findings.
First, the items intended to m-easure distortive reactions were too

easy.

Subjects tended, for the most part, to be veridical in their per-

ceptions of the consequences of white noise stimulation.

Related is the

notion that the communication may have been too unambiguous.

Most of

the information a subject was asked to recall was phrased in objective
(nuinerical) terms.

Perhaps the construction of more ambiguously phrased
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verbal items might overcome the problem of high
recall and low distortion.
Second, the lack of distortion may have been due to
the fact that

subjects had little pri£r. familiarity with the feared
object, white noise,
and thus, were unpracticed in defending against the danger.

This ex-

planation holds that to the extent that a person has had past
exposure to

warnings of a given danger, he tends to become immunized against further
threats regarding that danger through practiced counterargument and defense that are manifested by distortions of the contents of the message.

Perhaps subjects could not rally up defenses against the threat of white
noise due to their lack of experience in dealing with the threat.
Finally, since subjects perceived that the anticipated danger was

imminent, they may have felt more vulnerable to the danger of white

noise stimulation.

Subjects were told that they would receive stimula-

tion during the course of the experimental session.

If the immjnence of

danger produced feelings of vulnerability, perhaps defensive interpretations of the threat were inhibited.

Janis (196?) has suggested that

when a person's sense of vulnerability is increased, he tends to become
less defensively oriented to threat appeals.

Intentions and Commitment to Action

The finding that intentions and action were positively correlated
raises the possibility that, since intentions are always measured prior
to action , stating one's intention serves as
tion.

a

commitment to future ac-

Though a number of previous studies do show that intentions and

action arc positively correlated (Dabbs and Leventhal, I966; Leventhal
and Niles, 1964; Leventhal and. Watts, I966), other previous studies

6h

provide data which reveal that intentions and action are
uncorrelated
(Leventhal, Jones, and Trembly, I966; Leventhal, Singer, and
Jones, I965;

Leventhal, Watts, and Pagano, I967).

What difference is there between the

two sets of studies that accounts for the fact that intentions and action

are related in one, and not in the other?
On the one hand, in studies in which intentions and action were

found to be uncorrelated, the opportunities for action were available up

to one month after intentions were stated (e.g., Leventhal, Jones, and
Trembly, I966; Leventhal, Singer, and Jones, I965) and up to three months

after intentions were stated (e.g., Leventhal, Watts, and Pagano, I967).
On the other hand, in the studios in which intentions and action were

found to be correlated, the opportunities for action were, for the most
part, only available shortly after intentions were expressed.

exception

vras

The only

the study of Dabbs and Leventhal (I966) in which subjects

could take a month to act after stating their intentions.
Two hypotheses are available to explain why comjnitment (stated in-

tentions) translates into action only under conditions of immediate action.
First, the "dissipation hypothesis" (Leventhal, Singer, and Jones, I965)

states that intentions translate into action as long as the effects of

fear are still operating; when fear dissipates over time, intentions

do not translate into action.

Since intentions are stated shortly after

fear has been induced and action is always measured later, intentions

translate into action to the extent that the measurements of intentions
and action are temporally proximal.

Second, an equally plausible hy-

pothesis is that commitment itself dissipates over time.

Thijj

holds that the tendency for commitment to translate into action

hypothesis
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decreases as a function of the sheer passage of
time between the

measurements of intentions and action.

Thus, the longer the time

between commitment and action, the greater is the
likelihood that
an individual might forget his prior commitment,
or that he miglit

actively uncommit himself by adding cognitive elements
(Festinger,
19^7) consistent with his inactiono

Nonadditivity Versus Additivity
None of the hypotheses involving the interaction of variables was
supportedo

The interaction of efficacy and difficulty would have been

consistent with the notion of a nonadditive relationship.

However,

only the main effects of efficacy and difficulty were significant,
thus, indicating that the effects of difficulty and efficacy on

acceptance are not nonadditiveo

The possibility of an additive

model is not ruled out by the fact that the main effect of difficu].ty

within the no-fear control condition

vras

not significant, since the

manipulation of difficulty did not work as intended in that condition.
It

x-xas

expected that efficacy and difficulty would clarify the

relationship between fear and acceptanceo

Since most variables do

combine nonadditively, it was expected that the interactions involving
the three variables (fear, efficacy, and difficulty) would be sig-

nificant.

The results suggest that efficacy and difficulty may not

be the variables which could explain the relationship between the

magnitude of fear and acceptance; however, this does not rule out
the possibility that other incentive variables might combine non-

additively with fearo

This would be a problem for future researcho
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Sex Differences

The find^j^gs confirm the common sense notion that females are
sensitive to threats.

Females expressed more emotional arousal than males

in fear conditions, but there were no differences in reported emotional

arousal within the no-fear control condition.

Thus, situations of threat

apparently create sex differences in expressed emotional arousal.
It was also found that attitudes v;ere differently affected by fear

induction for males and females,
females expressed

m.ore

^-Jhen

the threat of danger was strong,

favorable attitudes toward the recommended action

than did males; when the threat of stimulation was mild, there were no

differences between males and females in attitudes toward the recommended
action.

An additional finding was that when efficacy

vias

high, females

in the strong fear condition expressed more favorable attitudes tox^ard

the recommended action than females in the mild fear condition, whereas

males in the mild fear condition expressed more favorable attitudes toward
the recommended action than males in the strong fear condition.

Since

the findings on measures of intentions and action did not parallel those

pertaining to attitude, the data provide little information concerning
sex differences in response to fear arousing appeals.

Methodological Considerations
A number of methodological aspects appeared to affect the findings.

This section enumerates those aspects which affected both the internal
and external validity (Campbell, 195?) of the findings.

Regarding internal validity, the question arises as to whether

difficulty of action operated as an independent variable for subjects in
the no-fear control condition.

The check of the manipulation of
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difficulty of action in the no-fear
condition revealed that the manipulation did not elicit the intended reactions:

there w.s no difference be-

tween the subjects in the low difficulty and
high difficulty conditions
of the no-fear group in their ratijigs of how
difficult it was to give up
food and liquid intake for their specified hours.

Some situational as-

pect of the no-fear condition might have been
responsible for the lack
of

•

the difficulty of action manipulation to work
as intended.

One pos-

sibility is that subjects' perceived task requirements
led them to believe
that acetaminophen was unimportant.

The unimportance of acetaminophen

could have been sensed when a subject read that his participation in

the experiment was equally valuable to the experimenter whether or not
he chose to take acetaminophen.

Since a subject read this before the

manipulation of difficulty was delivered, his perception of the unimportance of acetaminophen may have vitiated the effect of the manipulation
of difficulty.

Regarding external validity, there are a number of aspects of the

present study which limit the generalizability of the findings.

In a

previous section of this chapter it was suggested that there are differences between this study and previous studies which pertain to (1)

prior familiarity with the feared event, and (2) the imminence of the danger.

These are differences which might have affected distortive reac-

tions to danger.

In the typical studies

which investigate the effects

of fear-arousing communications, a subject is warned of some feared event

about which he has heard before, and the danger is not expected to occur
imminently.
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Another aspect of the study which limits the generalizability
of its
findings pertains to a subject's prior familiarity with the
recommended
action.

In the present study, a subject could not depend on his
prior

cognitions regarding the effectiveness of acetaminophen, since the drug
is not widely knovm.

In other studies, subjects have some knowledge of

the recommended action.

To the extent that a person has no prior fami-

liarity with the recommended action it would be improbable for him to

depend upon his own evaluation of the recommendation as it conferred
success or failure in the past.

Thus, in the present study, subjects

could only depend upon the information given to them regarding the efficacy

of acetaminophen, whereas in the study of Dabbs and Leventhal (1966)
subjects could recall information (e.g., medical articles) about the

effectiveness of tetanus inoculations.

Accordingly, the failure of

manipulated effectiveness of inoculation to produce differences in attitude or action in the Dabbs and Leventhal experiment might have been

due to the fact that subjects* prior cognitions regarding inoculations

were that they were successful.
lir^jlications of the Model

The findings suggest that acceptance of recommendations is in-

creased when the recommendations are anticipated to be effective and

when the execution of the recommendation is anticipated as being rela-

tively easy.

There are a number of general iiriplications these findings

have for programs designed to prevent illness and injury.
For example, recommendations which are anticipated as effective

serve to reduce anticipated pain.

Programs designed to m.otivate people
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to take action on matters of health
and safety are likely to

be
3e

more

successful in eliciting compliance through
the construction of recom-

mendations which are anticipated as effective.

Thus, the presence of

effective anaesthetic drugs in dentistry has
been successful in enabling

people to take action against dental disease.
Also, recommendations which are anticipated
as easy to perform may

serve to reduce a nuiaber of anticipated costs.

One obvious cost is the

danger itself, but other anticipated costs
refer to effort expenditure,
elimjjiation of free behaviors, and unwarranted
pain.

Thus, programs

designed to reduce such behaviors as alcoholism, narcotic
dependence,
and cigarette smoking may prove to be more successful when recommended

actions are constructed so as to be anticipated as easy to perform.
While the use of fear appeals

m.ay

enhance acceptance of recommenda-

tions, factors associated with the recomjnendations, i.e. effectiveness and

difficulty of execution, may serve to further increase acceptance.
Public health programs may benefit from the findings of the present study

which suggest that the "scare" technique is most successful when the
individual is provided with actions which are highly effective and relatively easy to perform.
Suggestions for Further Research
Hopefully, research programs will consider the employment of in-

centive variables associated with recommendations in their attempts to
study individuals' responses to fear arousing communications.

The

findings provide a number of research questions for future investigation.
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The effects of anticipated efficacy and anticipated
difficulty on

acceptance may be consequences of two distinct psychological
processes.
For example, the two variables lack a common mediator.

Thus, while

efficacy may affect a person's cognitions of how well the recommendation
can work, i.e. reduce pain, for him, difficulty may affect a person's

cognitions concerning how well he can perform the action.

Perhaps

measures of anticipated failure would have provided the information the
study left untapped concerning the mediator of difficulty.

Accordingly,

if efficacy and difficulty affect processes which deal respectively

with internal and external aspects of the individual's environment, the
two variables should elicit different reactions from individuals who

differ on certain personality measures.

Rotter (1966) has reviewed a

number of studies which reveal that "internal" subjects interpret their
success and failures as consequences of their own ability, while "external"

subjects interpret their sucess and failures as consequences of forces
over which they have no control.

Accordingly, "internals" should be

more sensitive to aspects of a recommendation which deal with its difficulty, while "externals" should be more sensitive to aspects which per-

tain to efficacy.

Another problem for future investigation pertains to whether the
effects of difficulty and efficacy on acceptance are limited to conditions
of fear arousal, or are the findings concerning difficulty and efficacy

more general?

This question can only be answered when efficacy and dif-

ficulty are varied across non-fear topics.
A further problem concerns the specification of the relationship
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between difficulty, efficacy, and
acceptance.

Si^ce the present study

varied difficulty and efficacy on only two
extreme levels, i.e. high
versus low. it would be well to know if the
effect of difficulty and

efficacy on acceptance conforms to a linear
or nonmonotonic relationship when efficacy and difficulty are varied
along fi^er gradations.
Finally, which variables may serve to cHrify
the relationship

between the magnitude of fear and acceptance?

The present study did not

clarify this relationship and. thus, efficacy and
difficulty do not

promise to be the incentives which distinguish the conditions
under which
increasing fear facilitates acceptance from those under which
increasing

fear inhibits acceptance.

Accordingly, further research must specify

the message factors which might account for either effect.
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Text of Manipulations
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Low Fear Coinniunication

The experiment

iii

which you are about to participate is concerned

with studying the ways people process different
auditory stimuli, and
how people perform simple tasks while exposed
to such stimuli.

Your

task in this experiment will be to evaluate certaiji
educational materials

while you are listening to moderate decibel levels of
white noise .
White noise is a painful sound when increased to the 100
decibel level.
As

a

subject in this experiment, you will receive several blasts of
white

noise ranging from 70 to 90 decibels.

Each blast of white noise you hear

will last for exactly ^.8 seconds.
The average University of Massachusetts student who

v/as

exposed to

decibel levels between 70 and 90 described the stimulation as "somewhat
painful" (this is the average reaction of kOO students who were exposed
to such stimulation).

At 70 decibels, one experiences a slight tingling

sensation in the head and ears.
a mild headache.

At 80 decibels, one begins to experience

At 90 decibels, the headache becomes more painful

and the ears begin to ache mildly.

These are the immediate effects of

white noise.
There are also long range effects of white noise.

For example,

after having received 90 decibels of white noise, one experiences
slight headaches and mild buzzing noises in the ears for about two weeks.
Some students report that these headaches and buzzing noises interfere

with sleep.
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High Fear Comrainication

The experiment in which you are about
to participate is concerned

with studying the ways people process
different auditoiy stimuli, and
how people perforin simple tasks while
exposed to such stimuli.

Your

task in this experiment will be to evaluate
certain educational material

while you are listening to very high decibel
levels of white noise .
White noise is a painful sound when increased
to the 100 decibel
level.

As a subject in this experiment, you will
receive several blasts

of white noise ranging from 100 to 120 decibels.

Each blast you are

exposed to will last for exactly 4.8 seconds.
The average University of Massachusetts student who was
exposed
to decibel levels between 100 and 120 described the stimulation
as

"somewhat painful" (this is the average reaction of 400 students who

were exposed to such stimulation).
sharp headache.

At 100 decibels, one experiences a

At 110 decibels, the headache becomes more severe and

the ears begin to ache.

At 120 decibels, considerable pain is felt

throughout the face and head area.

These are the immediate effects

of white noise.

There are also long range effects of white noise.

For exanple,

after having received 120 decibels of white noise, one experiences
sharp headaches, earaches, buzzing noises in the ears, and general

muscular tension.

These effects last for about two weeks.

Kost

students report that the headaches and earaches interfere with sleep.
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Low Efficacy ^Manipulation

Because .the experiinent is not concerned with
the effects of pain
or pain tolerance, but only with how people can
perforin a task while

listening to white noise, a tablet has been provided
which allows

you to hear the white noise without experiencing either
the immediate
or long range effects of stimulation.

The tablet contains acetaminophen

,

a compound of ingredients which

is 15^ effective in anaesthetizing the head and ears to pain.

The

acetaminophen does not allow the painful aspects of the stimulation to
enter the system, thus there are no immediate or long range effects.

Acetaminophen is successful

:ji

doing this in only I5 out of 100 cases.

Acetaminophen does not produce drowsiness or stimulation.
there are no "ups" or "downs" that accompany its use.

That is,

Acetaminophen

does not produce any physical sensation, i.e. you \j±ll not feel its
effects on your body.

It is available in a chewable tasteless tablet.

It takes two minutes before its pain killing effects are operative.

No side effects occur.

Acetaminophen is a compound the use of which has been authorized

by the United States Food and Drug Commission.
no aspirin, and is purchasable in any pharmacy.

The compound contains
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Low Difficulty Manipulation
_

Experimenter said:

"I want you to know something about the tablet,

acetaminophen, being provided.
that a number of subjects

vrho

It's been called to my attention

have taken the tablet have experienced severe

stoma.ch cramps and nausea if they ate or drank anything too
soon after

swallowing the tablet.

After a lot of trial and error, however, I've

found that the optimal period to wait before eating and drinking would be
about

o'clock in your case.

That means if you choose to take

acetaminophen and swallow the tablet, you should plan not to have any
food or liquid intake at all until an hour after your next scheduled

mealtime.

I have to repeat,

intake until

if you take the tablet, no food or liquid

^o'clock or you might get severe stomach cramps and

Do you have any questions?"

nausea.

High Difficulty Manipulation

Experimenter said the same as above with the follovring exceptions:
"After a lot of trial and error, however, I've found that the optimal

period to wait before eating and drinking would be abou t
in your case.

o 'clock

That means if you choose to take acetaminophen and swallow

the tablet, you should plan not to have any food or liquid intake at all

until the mealtime scheduled after the next.

You must skip your next meal

completely, and then you can only eat or drink at the following mealtime.

until

I

have to repeat, if you take the tablet, no food or liquid intake
^o'clock or you might get severe stomach cramps and nausea.

you have any questions?"

Do

No-Fear Communication
The experiment in which you are about to participate
is concerned

with studying how people can perform simple tasks while
they are being
distracted.

Your task in this experiment will be to read
certain

educational materials while being exposed to static sounds (like
the ones you hear on radio).
The experiment is also concerned with how acetaminophen affects

distractibility.

Acetaminophen is a compound of ingredients which

is usually employed as a pain killer.

Even though you will not be

exposed to any pain in this experiment, acetaminophen is available

because some people feel that it raises distractibility, while others
feel that it reduces it.

Since this experiment has had a number of

subjects who have already taken acetaminophen in this situation,

taking it is completely optional.

That is, your participation in

this experiment is equally valuable to this research whether you

take an acetaminophen tablet or not.
,

Acetaminophen does not produce drowsiness or stimulation.

there are no "ups" or "downs" that accompany its use.

That is,

Acetaminophen

does not produce any physical sensation, i.e. you will not feel the

effects on your body.

It is available in a chewable tasteless tablet.

It takes two minutes before it is absorbed vjithin the system.

No side

effects occur.

Acetaminophen is a compound the use of which has been authorized

by the United States Food and Drug Commission.

The compound contains

no aspirin, and is purchasable in any pharmacy.

Remember, the experiment needs subjects who will take and

not take the tablet.

vjho

will

.

Either way, your participation is equally valuable.

APPENDIX B

Response Keasures

CONFIDmTlAL

Research Committee Questionnai re
This is a survey to find out what reactions
students
have towards participating in certain experiments.

The

questions you are asked to answer relate to the experiment
in which you are about to participate.

This is not a "test" or "examination".
"right" or "wrong" answers.

There are no

You are asked on a number of

questions to give your own personal reactions.

All that is

required is your own honest reaction.

Please go on to the next page and read the directions.

Directions:

of questions.

Your task will be to give your reactions on
a number

Each question is represented by

into 11 equal spaces.

a

scale which is divided

You are to put a check mark in one of these 11 spac

Your placement of the check mark depends on your reaction.

Below is a

sample question:

How much are you in favor of students being asked to

participate as subjects in psychology'- experiments?

Favor
at all

Very Inch
in pavor
:

12 34
:

:

:

:

56789
:

:

;

;

.

:

10

j

11

Moderately
in Favor

Notice that the sixth space of the scale is marked "Moderately in
Favor",

This space represents a reaction that is exactly in between

being not in favor at all

and very much in favor.

If you felt that

your reaction was best described as being exactly between not in favor at
all and very much in favor, you would check space #6.

you were

m'ore

If you felt that

than moderately in favor, you would check a space to the

right of #6 depending on the degree to which you were in favor.

If you

felt that you were extremely in favor, you would check space #11.

you felt that you were less than moderately in favor, you

If

would place

a check mark to the left of space #6 depending 'on the degree to which

you were not in favor.

If you felt that you were extremely not in

favor, you would check space #1.

Please go on to the next page.

.
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.

Try to perform this task as quickly as possible.

Give your most

honest and immediate reactions by placing check marks in the spaces.
Rate the extent to which each of the following adjectives describes

the way you feel right now.

ANGRY

not angry at all:

123^1567891011
_:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:very angry

:

moderately
angry

FEARFUL
not fearful at all:

12 34
:

:

:

:

:

5

T"

^:

:

:

:

8

7

:very fearful

:

10

9

11

moderately
fearful

WORRIFD
not worried at all:

56789

12 34
:

:

:__

:__

:

:

:

:

tvery worried

:

:

10

11

moderately
worried

TENSE
not tense at all:

I234567B9IOII
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

^very tense

moderatley
tense

JITTERY
not jittery at all:

:

T"

"2"

:_
3'

:

:

:

4

5

^

:

B

moderatley
jittery

Please go on to the next page.

9

^very jittery

'

:

:

:

7

10

11
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Please respond to the following items by underlining the answer
think is most accurate.

White noise becomes
(a) 70

a

(b) 130

painful sound when the decibel level reaches:
(c) 90

(d) 100

(e) 80

(f) 110

(g) 120

The long range effects of white noise last for about:
(a) less than a veek
(b) three weeks
(c) one week

(d) more than three weeks
(e) two weeks

Each blast of white noise you receive will last for:
(a) more than 6 seconds

(b) ^.3 seconds
(c) 3 seconds
(d) 5*3 seconds

(e) ^.8 seconds
(f) ^,6 seconds

(g) less than 3 seconds

How

iraich

pain do you anticipate the white noise will produce?

Will it be:
(a) not painful at all?
(b) extremely painful?
(c) minimally painful?
(d) somewhat painful

painful?
(e) between somewhat painful and extremely

Please go on to the next page.

(Item 5 for low-fear subjects)
5.

The most white noise stiinulation you will receive will
be:
(a) 100 decibels
(b) 80 decibels
(c) 90 decibels
(d) 110 decibels
(e) 120 decibels

(f ) 70 decibels

(g) 60 decibels

Please go on to the next page

(Item 5 for high-fear subjects)
5.

The most white noise stimulation you will receive will be:
(a) 140 decibels
(b) 90 decibels
(c) 130 decibels
(d) 100 decibels

(e) 120 decibels

(f) 110 decibels
(g) 150 decibels

Please go on to the next page.

How strong is your intention to take an acetaminophen tablet?

not
strong
at all

123456789

:

:

:

:

:

.

:

.

:

.

10

^gj^
strong

.

.

11

moderately
strong

How effective do you expect acetaminophen is as a pain killer?

not
effective
at all

123^1-56789

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

10

very
effective

11

moderately
effective

How much pain do you think you would feel from the white
noise if you do not take acetaminophen?

no pain
at all

:

:

2

1

:

:

T~

3

;

:

;

:

8

7

^

:

10

9

extreme
pain

:

:

11

moderate
pain

How much pain do you think you would feel from the white
noise if you do take acetam.inophen?

no pain
at all

:

12345
:

:

:

:

;

T"

:

:

:

7

8

s

9

10

:

11

moderate
pain

Please go on to the next page.

extreme
pain

How long would you have to give up food and liquid intake
if you
took acetardnophen?

How difficult is it for you to give up food and liquid intake
for that amount of time?

not
difficult
at all

very
difficult

.

:

12
:

:

:

:

4

3

56?
:

:

.

:

.

:

8

9

10

;

11

moderately
difficult

How favorable are you toward acetamiinophen or anasthetics like
it for purposes similar to those described in this experiment?

not
favorable
at all

;

123^56789
;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

10

moderately
favorable

Please go on to the next page.

11

very
favorable
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Sometljnes students have different thoughts
and feelings about

experiments.

For this reason, we feel that wo cannot take for
granted

the reactions students would have to this experiment.

We are interested

in your own thoughts and feeling s about this experiment .

Would you now in your own words answer the following questions?
Remember, different people answer these questions differently.

It is

important that you communicate your own ideas, thoughts, and feelings.

What is the purpose of the experiment in which you are about
to participate?

Do you have any other thoughts or reactions that you wish to
communicate to the experimenter?

Do you have any additional comments you would like to make?

Thank you

91^

Measure of Acetaminophen Taking
(Paper and Pencil Form)
In 15 minutes the experiment will begin.

You are asked to read the

following information first.
If you have decided to take an acetaminophen
tablet, the experimenter

will provide it.

After you chew and s^:allow the tablet, you will be asked

to sit and wait for 10 minutes.

Whether or not you choose to take the

tablet, you must wait the full 10 minutes so that proper experimental

control is assured.

Are you going to take an acetaminophen tablet?
Yes,

(Check one)

No_

Subject's name (Print)

Subject's signature

Experimenter's signatur e

APPENDIX C
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Distortive Reactions.

Since responses to the $ items which were intended to measure
distortive reactions were found not to be significantly intercorrelated,
a
separate analysis was performed on each item.

On each item, the direction

of the polarization of the rating indicates the type of distortive
re-

action employed.

The more positive the rating, the greater is the

exaggeration of the consequences of stimuj-ationj the more negative the
rating, the greater is the minimization of the consequences of stimulation.

Scores of 0 indicate veridical perception of the consequences of
stimulatioHo

Item lo '"White noise becomes a painful sound when the decibel level
reaches ;"

There were no differences on this item

betx^reen

the low-f ear-onHy and high-fear-only control conditions »

across the fear-only condition yielded a mean of ol^.

subjects in

Pooling data

The mean did not

significantly depart from 0 and thus, no distortion occurred on this

item for fear-only control subjects©

There was a tendency for experi-

mental subjects to exaggerate the painful consequences of stimulation:
these subjects expected pain to begin at a decibel level belovT that

which was established within the communication (X
df = l8l, p -<^o05)o

~ .STj

t = Uo35>

Dunnett's test revealed that no differences

emerged between experimental and fear-only control subjects on this item©

An analysis of variance (see Table 13) revealed a significant main
effect of fear; subjects in the high-fear condition expected white noise
to become painful at a higher decibel level than subjects in the low°

fear condition.

Within condition tests showed that subjects in the

high-fear condition significantly minimized the point at vrhich stimu-

.

TABLE 13
Analysis of Variance of Subjects' Ratings of
the Point at Which White Noise Would Becoire Painful

Source of variance

df

Fear (A)

lis

65.07

Efficacy (B)

F

85,06**
* * *

Difficulty (C)

2,65

Sex (D)

,02

A X B

3.47*
...
* «

A X C

.(^

• •

A X D

.78

1.02

B X C

.89

1.17

B X D

.14

...

X D

.29

...

A X B X C

.07

...

A X B X D

2.56

A X C X D

.36

• • •

B X C X D

.14

...

A X B X C X D

.29

...

C

Error
*

**

£ <.10.
£

< .001.

166

.76

3.34*
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lation was expected to become painful (X = ~o30j t

= U,28,

df

=

91,

p<o01),

and subjects in the low-fear condition significantly exaggerated
the point
at which stimulation was expected to become painful (X = loOO; t =
29o6U,
df = 89,

p <o001)c

Supplementary tests revealed that the tendency for

subjects to exaggerate the point at which stimulation was expected to

become painful was stronger in the low-fear condition than in the fearonly control conditions (d = Ue72, df = 2/120,
£ ^,001), and the

tendency for subjects to minimize the point at which stimulation would

become painful was stronger in the high-fear condition than in the fearonly control conditions (d = 2o^0, df = 2/122, p<lo01). These findings
indicate that distortion occurred only when fear was aroused and aceta-

minophen was available, and that when acetaminophen was avail.able variations
in the magnitude of fear produced different distortive tendencies©

According to the analysis of variance, there

vras

a main effect of

difficulty which approached significance: subjects in the low-difficulty
condition expected white noise to become painful at a higher decibel
level than subjects in the high-difficulty conditiono

Further tests

revealed that significant exaggeration of the expected point of pain

inception occurred in both difficulty conditions (low-difficulty, X = ohhj
t = 2.99, df = 90,

2

£

^cOl', high-difficulty, X =

,2li;

t - 2,18, df = 90,

<r.o5).

Item

2.

" The

long range effects of

vr

hite noiso last for;" There vrere

no differences in response to this item between subjects in the lovr-fear-

only and high-fear- only control conditions o

Data for these subjects were

pooled and a witliln condition test revealed that subjects in the fearonly control condition expected the long range effects of stimulation

100

TABLE 1^
Analysis of Variance of Subjects' Ratings of
The Expected Duration of Long Range Effects of Stimulation

Source of variance

df

MS

F

Fear (A)

• • •

Efficacy (B)

.55

1.46
1.55

Difficulty (C)
Sex (D)

.39

1.04

A X B

.^9

1.31

A X C

1.35

A X D

.31

...

B X C

.12

. .

B X D

.07

...

.14

...

A X B X C

.50

1.32

A X B X D

.06

...

A X C X D

.02

...

B X C X D

.0^

• . •

A X B X C X D

.12

...

C X D

flrror
*

£

-c.io.

1

166

.38

3.58*

*
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An analysis of variance presented in Table
15 revealed that there
vxere two

significant interactions o

and difficulty:

There was

ari

interaction of fear

at low fear, subjects in the low-difficulty condition

expected a shorter duration of stimulation than subjects in the
high-

difficulty condition (F = 2,76, df = Vl66, p

<

,01), whereas,

at high-

fear, subjects in the high-difficulty condition expected a
shorter

duration of stimulation than subjects in the low-difficulty condition
(F = 2o73, df = 1/166,

p <o01)o

efficacy, and difficulty

action is as follovTs:

x^^as

vrhen

The triple interaction of fear,

significanto

The source of this inter-

efficacy was low, subjects in the low-

difficulty condition expected a shorter duration of stimulation the
lower the level of fear to vrhich they were exposed (F = 3o68, df

2

^

=

Vl66

olO), whereas subjects in the high-difficulty condition expected a

shorter duration of stimulation the higher the level of fear to which

they were exposed (F = 3o6l, df = 1/166, p <olO)}

vjhen

efficacy was

high, however, estimates of the expected duration of stimulation did

not differ between fear conditions as a function of manipulated difficulty©

Item Uo
produce ?"

" Hct^

much pain do you anticipate the white noise will

There were no differences between subjects in the low-fear^

only and high-fear-only control conditions in their responses to this
item.

Data for fear-only control subjects were pooled and it was found

that subjects within the fear-only control conditions significantly

minimized the anticipated pain of stimulation
df = 31, .-.p <«01)o

(X = -o75j

t = lioUl,

Subjects in experimental conditions also tended

to minimize the anticipated pain of stimulation (X = -o23^ t = 3ol9,

df = l8l, p -<o01)o

The tendency to minimize the anticipated pain of

TABLE 15
Analysis of Variance of Subjects' Ratings of
the Expected Duration of Each Blast of White Noise

Source of variance

df

MS

teAr {A)

.26

Efficacy (B)

.56

Difficulty (C)

F

• • •

1.05
• • •

Sex (D)

1.2^

2.3^^

A X B

.06

• • •

A X C

2.3^

A X D

.78

B X C

.0l^

1.^8
* * *

3.M

6.45**

C X D

1.^7

2.78*

A X B X C

2.88

A X B X D

2.38

A X C X D

1.13

2.15

B X C X D

.03

• • •

B X D

•

1.68

A X B X C X D

166

Error

**

£

< .05.

.53

3.17*
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stimulation was stronger for fear-only subjects than for
experimental
subjects (d = 2.93, df = 2/212, p ^o005)o

The analysis of variance

presented in Table 16 revealed that there were no other
significant
findings on this

Item £o

itenio

" The

most white noise stimulation you will receive will be:"

Subjects in the high-fear- only control condition expected a lower
maximal

intensity of stimulation than subjects in the low-fear-only control
condition (high-fear-only, X = -.^3; low-fear-only, X = o06j

df = 30, 2

<

o05).

t = 2,hO,

VJithin condition tests revealed that subjects in

the high-fear-only control condition tended significantly to minimize
the expected maximal intensity of stimulation (t = 2.30, df = lU,
2-^o0^)»

and that subjects in the low-fear-only control condition tended not to

distort their perception of the maximal intensity of stimulationo
Subjects in the experimental conditions sha-red no tendencies to distort

their expectations of the maximal intensity of stimulationo

While there

were no differences between experimental subjects and low-fear-only
control subjects in response to this item, Dunnett's test revealed that
subjects in the high-fear-only control condition expected a lower maxi-

mal intensity of stimulation than subjects in experimental conditions
(d = 2.72, df = 2/195, P ^o001)o

The analysis of variance presented in Table 1? showed that there
was a slight tendency for subjects in the low-difficulty condition to

expect a lower maximal intensity of stimulation than subjects in the

high-difficulty conditiono

There

vxas,

however, no tendency for subjects

in either difficulty condition to distort the maximal intensity of

.

TABLE 16
Analysis of Variance of Subjects' Ratings of
How Painful They Expected White Noise To Be

Source of variance

df

MS

F

Fear (Aj

.83

• • •

Efficacy (B)

,02

...

Difficulty (C)

.02

* • •

Sex (D)

.18

. • •

A X B

.06

...

A X C

.92

• • •

B X p

.50

• • •

U
X r»
c V

OR

X D

.09

• • •

A X B X C

.11

. • *

A X B X D

.^9

• • •

A X C X D

.21

. • •

B X C X D

.38

...

A X B X C X D

.26

• • •

A X U

ti

C:

Error

166

.97

• •

lOS
TABLE 17
Analysis of Variance of Subjects' Ratings of

the Maximal Ejqjected Intensity of Stimulation

di

MS

F

Fear (A)

1

.05

...

Efficacy (B)

1

.27

...

Difficulty (C)

1

1.26

2.92*

Sex (D)

1

1.70

3.92**

A X B

1

.50

1.15

A X C

1

.06

...

A X D

1

B X C

1

1.53

3.53*

B X D

1

1.^5

3.3^*

C X D

1

.3^

• • •

A X B X C

.62

1.42

A X B X D

.37

...

A X C X D

1.99

B X C X D

.05

• • •

A X B X C X D

.03

• • •

166

Error
*

**

£

<: .10.

2.

-c .05.

...

.^3

4.59**

106

stimulation.

There was an interaction of difficulty and efficacy which

approached significanceo

In this interaction, when difficulty was high,

subjects in the low-efficacy condition expected a lower maximal intensity

'

of stimulation than subjects in the high-efficacy condition (F = ^o8U,

df = 1/166,

2

'^•025), whereas when difficulty was low, there was no

difference between efficacy conditions in response to this itemo

Recall of th e Content s of the Comraunication o Since there was an objective
standard established for each item, an alternative analysis was performed
in vxhich the items were interpreted as measuring the extent to which the
subjects recalled the contents of the communications they read.

Responses

corresponding to the objective standaixi were considered correct; responses

which deviated from the objective standard in either direction were
considered incorrect o

The intercorrelations of responses to the five

items (treated as dichotomous scores) were positive (average tetrachoric

r = ol6, df = 213, P

'*^o05)o

Thus, a post-hoc analysis of the responses

summed across the five items was carried out.

The analysis revealed

that there were no main effects or interactions for any of the manipulated

variables or for sex of subject, nor were any of the comparisons between

experimental and control conditions significant©

